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the function of 
art is to do more 
than tell it like 

it is – it is to imagine 
what is possible. 

– bell hooks



chapter 1 
INTRODUCTION
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Young people are changing Africa – and the world! Sure, this is a big statement, but it is something 
we believe. Every day young people across the continent are creating change in innovative 
and exciting ways. They are bringing with them fresh ideas and creative solutions, as well as a 
whole lot of energy.

But young people also face many 
challenges. Here in Southern Africa, young 
people experience various forms of economic 
and social marginalisation. These challenges 
are often exacerbated when individuals do 
not identify as heterosexual. Entrenched 
prejudices, conservative attitudes and 
persistent myths about sexual and gender 
diversity all help to create an environment in 
which queer youth struggle to exercise their 
basic rights. Things that many young people 
take for granted, such as attending school or 
having access to medical care, are often denied 
to queer youth. 

It was in response to this worrying situation 
that GALA launched its regional youth project. 
This project aims to empower queer youth 
so that they can serve as change agents in 
their own communities. It also seeks to build 
a generation of queer youth leaders who are 
better equipped to advocate for their rights. 
To date, the project has included workshops 
and other activities in Botswana, Lesotho, 
Namibia, South Africa, Swaziland, Zambia 
and Zimbabwe. These workshops have used 
a variety of creative methods to help queer 
youth reflect on and respond to different forms of inequality. 

There is a long history of using creative methods with marginalised communities, both 
here in Africa and abroad. The approach outlined in this manual is inspired by the Brazilian 
educators/activists Paulo Freire and Augusto Boal, as well as by the incredible work being 
undertaken by local organisations such as the Curriculum Development Project (CDP), the One 
in Nine Campaign (1in9) and Drama for Life (DFL). GALA has been fortunate to learn from these 
organisations, particularly the CDP, and acknowledges the crucial role this training continues to 
play in our work. 

We are very excited to share our approach with fellow activists and allies, and hope you find 
it to be a useful and effective method when working with queer youth in your area. 

Queer! What does 
that mean?
In this manual we use the term 
‘queer’ rather than lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender and intersex 
(LGBTI). This is a conscious decision 
informed by shifts currently taking 
place on the African continent. 
We know that some of you may be 
unfamiliar with this term and so 
have included a detailed definition 
in Chapter 3. 
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AbOUT ThIS MANUAL
This manual is not intended to be the final word in queer youth activism. There is no one-size-
fits-all approach to work of this nature; different methods work better in different contexts, 
and certain groups will respond better to certain activities. Rather than seeing this manual as 
a comprehensive workshop guide – that is, as a series of instructions for solving this or that 
problem – it is better understood as a resource that can support existing approaches to youth 
activism. It is designed in such a way that trainers from different backgrounds can use it to plan 
and implement interventions based on their particular needs. 

Putting together a workshop is not that much different from cooking: it starts with a bit of 
research and planning, followed by selecting and mixing the right ingredients. But as we all 
know, it is helpful to understand the basics of cooking before raiding the pantry and cracking 
the eggs. For this reason, we have included in the manual a guide to the basics of facilitation. 
In that section you will find advice on how to set workshop objectives, how to choose your 
‘ingredients’ and how to implement these activities in a way that works for you and your 
participants.

Why ShOULD yOU USE ThIS MANUAL?
This resource has been created to provide you, the facilitator, with ideas on how to work 
effectively with queer youth. It will help you to think critically about gender, sexuality and 
human rights, and to find innovative ways to explore these issues with young people. 

The creative activities outlined here are not only a whole lot of fun, they are also effective 
tools for developing skills and knowledge within a group. They are effective because they place 
the participants at the centre of the learning process. A participatory approach has a number 
of benefits: it helps to build self-confidence and self-awareness; it opens up space for differing 
opinions and perspectives; and, most importantly, it gets people up and moving. This manual 
is informed by the belief that people learn better when both their minds and bodies are active, 
and when they are able to express themselves freely and creatively. (For more information on 
the benefits of using creative methods, please refer to Chapter 4.) 

You do not need to be an expert to use this resource. We have intentionally included 
information for less experienced facilitators, such as advice on managing a workshop space, 
encouraging open dialogue and supporting anxious participants. There is also a dedicated 
section explaining the key concepts underpinning the activities. This information has been 
included for those who are new to queer activism and so may not be useful to all readers. 

hOW ThIS MANUAL WORKS
Rather than prescribe a set approach, this manual outlines a number of creative activities that 
can be used when working with queer youth. Each session uses writing, art or drama to explore 
a topic relevant to sexual and gender diversity. The separate activities can be combined in a 
variety of ways depending on your desired outcome and/or the size and skills of your group. 
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The sessions are categorised under nine themes: 
1. Warm-ups, energiser games and focus activities 
2. Building relationships 
3. Gender and politics
4. Surfacing personal narratives
5. Rehearsing change
6. Advocacy and messaging
7. Campaign-building
8. Taking action
9. Reflective exercises and closing rituals 

The activities have been categorised in this way to highlight the different focus areas covered 
by the manual. You do not have to use an activity from each theme, nor do you have to run the 
activities in the order presented here.

You will notice that the activities have not been evenly distributed across the themes (for 
instance, there are three activities listed under ‘Building relationships’ but five activities listed under 
‘Gender and politics’). This is simply because some of the themes lend themselves to a greater 
variety of activities than others. There are also some categories that have multiple activities using 
the same creative form. This is so that facilitators can choose the best activity or set of activities for 
their workshop group. 

While it can be tempting to use those activities that sound the most fun, your workshop will 
be more effective if you carefully select the most suitable activities. Choosing activities for a 
workshop can be stressful. It takes practice – sometimes over a number of years – to know which 
activities work best in which situations. For this reason, we have included some tips for developing 
a workshop plan (Chapter 6). We suggest you read this information before running a workshop, 
especially if you do not have much facilitation experience. You may also want to refer to the sample 
workshop plans provided in Appendix I. 

If you have not facilitated a participatory method before, it is strongly recommended that 
you consult Chapter 7. This section contains advice on teaching creative techniques, supporting 
nervous or uninspired participants, and managing feedback sessions.

Icons have been used to differentiate between the creative methods:

Those activities that do not 
use one of these artistic 
forms, such as energiser 
games and closing rituals, 
are indicated by the 
following icon:

WRITING 
ExERCISES

ART
ExERCISES

DRAMA
ExERCISES
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DIVERSITy IN 
SOUThERN AFRICA
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This section will help you to better understand the main issues facing queer 
youth in Southern Africa. Do not panic if you are unfamiliar with some of the 
concepts discussed here, as further information is provided in the next chapter. 

UNDERSTANDING yOUR OWN CONTEXT

Sexual and gender diversity are controversial 
issues in Southern Africa. Homophobia and 
transphobia remain widespread and take many 
forms, including discriminatory legislation, 
exclusionary social practices, and physical, sexual 
and emotional violence. Many queer people 
experience regular bullying and harassment, and 
live in fear of arrest, blackmail or other oppressive 
practices. These discriminatory behaviours can 
take place in any environment, from family 
settings and workplaces through to churches, 
schools and social spaces.

While there are patterns in how homophobia and transphobia play out across regions, there are also 
differences from country to country. It is useful for facilitators to reflect on the environment in which 
they are working and to identify any context-specific challenges. In some countries, for instance, there is 
less threat of violence, arrest or public outing by the media, whereas there is a high risk of these things 
happening in other places. Use the questions above to help you assess your context.

Analysing the political, legal and 
cultural situation in your country 
will help you to plan and run a 
better workshop. Here are some 
useful questions to ask:
Q What do politicians and religious/

cultural leaders say about sexual 
and gender diversity? 

Q How does the media represent 
sexual and gender diversity?

Q What forms of discrimination do 
queer people experience? 

Q Could implementing this 
workshop lead to violence? 

HOMOPHOBIA: the fear or hatred of those who 
are lesbian, gay or bisexual.
TRANSPHOBIA: the fear or hatred of those who 
do not follow social expectations of gender. 
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ThE bIGGER pICTURE: 
hETERONORMATIVITy AND GENDER ROLES

People are taught from an early age that men and women are innately different and that they 
have particular roles to play in society. These assumptions about how men and women should 
behave (particularly in relation to each other) are known collectively as heteronormativity. 

You may not have encountered this word before, but you would have noticed how these 
assumptions play out in society. Many people, for instance, continue to believe that women are 
natural caregivers and nurturers, and are more suited to domestic chores, such as cooking and 
cleaning; men, on the other hand, are believed to be natural leaders and providers, and to be 
more suited to manual tasks and decision-making. But do not be fooled: these assumptions are 
cultural, not natural. They change over time and are not the same in all societies.

Heteronormativity teaches people to think and behave in particular ways. It is a system that 
regulates how people can dress, act and express desire. In the heteronormative worldview, 
‘good’ men and ‘good’ women get married to one another, have children and continue to play 
their ‘correct’ role in society – that is, the good woman will raise the children and take care of 
domestic chores, while the good man will earn money and make all decisions relating to the 
family. Schools, churches and the media are just some of the institutions that teach us these 
supposedly correct ways of behaving.

This belief that heterosexuality is the only natural and normal sexual orientation is used 
to justify homophobia and transphobia. Like all forms of oppression, homophobia and 
transphobia impede on the freedom and agency of those being victimised. Queer people are 
often restricted in how they can express themselves, and this robs them of their dignity as 
human beings (see page 10). 

WhAT DOES ThIS MEAN FOR QUEER yOUTh IN 
SOUThERN AFRICA?

Most young Southern Africans experience some form of social or economic inequality. High 
unemployment rates, limited education opportunities and poor access to services are just a 
few of the challenges they face. Queer youth experience all of the same challenges as their 
peers, but also encounter high levels of stigma and discrimination. Laws criminalising same-
sex activities, for example, can make it hard for queer youth to access medical services, report a 
crime or seek psychosocial support. Many queer youth are forced to drop out of school due to 
bullying, and this can impact on their ability to gain employment or find secure housing. The 
situation can be further complicated by poverty and a lack of family support, in turn leading 
some queer youth to abuse drugs and alcohol or to engage in unsafe sexual practices.

Of particular concern is the high number of assaults motivated by homophobia and 
transphobia. In many parts of the region, queer people are targets for both physical and sexual 
violence, often in very extreme forms. The threat of violence is used to regulate behaviours, 
leading many queer youth to hide their sexual orientation or gender identity. 
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The social and political barriers facing 
queer youth are mirrored in the social 
justice sector. Many activist groups work 
in contexts where oppressive laws prohibit 
them from registering as an NGO, thus 
limiting opportunities for international 
funding. NGOs can also be targets for 
police or media harassment. A common 
misconception is that NGOs are trying to 
encourage young people to become queer 
and this often fuels resistance to youth-
focused outreach projects. 

Yet even in the face of great hostility, activist organisations continue to have an enormous 
impact. This manual keeps in mind the challenges facing NGOs and community organisations, 
and offers activities that can be easily implemented in low-resource environments.

FACILITATION TIp
Think about the challenges facing 
queer youth in your area. 
Q What are some of the barriers 

that stop them from accessing 
help or support?

Q What skills and knowledge would 
benefit queer youth? 

Q What skills and knowledge do 
they already possess?

Freedom, agency and 
dignity – what does all 
that mean?

FReedOM refers to a person’s ability to live without 
physical restraint. But it also means being able to 
think, speak and act in a way that is not controlled 
or influenced by another person or group of 
people. Activists argue that people cannot be truly 
free until they live without violence and have equal 
access to economic and educational opportunities.

AGeNCy refers to a person’s ability to act independently and to make 
their own free choices. An individual’s ability to act with agency is often 
undermined by laws, physical barriers or social pressures. A woman, for 
example, may be legally free to wear any clothes she wants, but societal 
expectations may mean she feels pressured into dressing a certain way.

dIGNITy is about how a person is understood and treated by others. To 
treat someone with dignity is to respect and value their worth as a person 
and to acknowledge their feelings and opinions. Treating a person as if they 
are worthless, stupid, inferior or a victim is to rob them of their dignity. The 
concept of Ubuntu – ‘A person is a person through other people’ – highlights 
the interconnected nature of human experience and is thus based on 
respecting the inherent dignity of all people.
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This section will introduce you to some of the concepts underpinning the 
activities. It will help you to build your own knowledge about sexual and gender 
diversity, and about how certain institutions uphold systems of inequality. 

bINARIES OF pOWER

The world is often explained through binaries. 
This term refers to things that cannot be 
understood without reference to their 
opposite: on/off, left/ right, up/down and so 
on. Try explaining to someone what ‘on’ means 
without mentioning the word ‘off ’.

This way of describing the world is also 
applied to identity categories – for instance, the sex binary (male/female) and the gender 
binary (masculine/feminine). While this way of thinking may at first seem convenient or 
inconsequential, it actually plays a part in upholding systems of inequality. This is because 
binaries are not merely descriptions; they reflect how power is distributed in society. The two 
parts of a binary – especially those relating to identity categories – are never equal.

We can see this with the sexual orientation binary: heterosexuality is typically understood 
to be natural and normal, and homosexuality is typically understood to be unnatural and 
abnormal. This way of thinking is often encouraged by the people around us: relatives, friends, 
teachers and religious leaders all play a role in teaching us what is supposedly right and wrong 
in relation to sexual practices. 

FACILITATION TIp
Think about how society 
promotes and rewards certain 
ways of behaving, as well as the 
assumptions we make about certain 
groups of people. 
Q What effect does this have on 

society? 
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Other binaries also reflect this unequal distribution of power. Who do you think has more power: 
men or women? What about rich people or poor people? Literate people or illiterate people? In 
each of these examples, one group has more opportunities and influence than the other. 

SEX, GENDER AND SEXUAL ORIENTATION – 
UNpACKING ThE bINARIES

There are three binaries that are especially important when thinking about queer activism: sex, 
gender and sexual orientation. Each of these is explained in detail below. 

SEX
Sex refers to biological differences between males and females. A male typically has 
Xy chromosomes, a penis, testes and higher levels of testosterone. A female typically 
has XX chromosomes, a vagina, uterus, ovaries and higher levels of oestrogen. 

But this division of people into only male or only female is inaccurate, as it 
does not recognise intersex people (those whose biological makeup includes 
both male and female characteristics). 

The sex binary is not a neutral description: power is bestowed on those who 
are born male. Furthermore, those who cannot be easily categorised as male or 
female are forced to undergo surgery in order to be ‘normal’. Performing surgery 
on an individual without their consent infringes on their freedom and dignity.

COMMON TeRMS ASSOCIATed WITH SeX 
INTeRSeX: a person whose biological characteristics do not match the typical defi-
nitions of male or female.

GENDER
Gender refers to the characteristics or qualities that society associates with 
males and with females. These characteristics can include emotions, ways of 
behaving, styles of dress and roles in society. Masculinity is typically associated 
with strength, leadership, decision-making and financial independence, whereas 
femininity is typically associated with softness, obedience, submission, beauty 
and domestic chores (such as cooking, cleaning and looking after children).

This binary offers an insufficient explanation of gender. Most people – if not all of 
us – have both feminine and masculine characteristics, regardless of our biological 
sex. And like the sex binary, the gender binary is linked to power: masculine 
characteristics are celebrated and seen as more important than feminine ones.

Two important aspects of gender are ‘gender identity’ and ‘gender expression’. 
GeNdeR IdeNTITy refers to a person’s own inner sense of being male or female (or 
both or neither). GeNdeR eXPReSSION refers to a person’s performance of their 
gender through dress, style, movements and other characteristics. A person’s 
gender expression may or may not conform to social expectations. >>Timportant
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COMMON TeRMS ASSOCIATed WITH GeNdeR IdeNTITy
CISGeNdeR: a person whose gender identity matches their biological sex.
TRANSGeNdeR: a person whose gender identity does not match their biologi-
cal sex. A transgender person may live, feel, behave and dress in a different 
way to what is expected of them by society. For instance, a person who is born 
female may identify and present as male, or vice versa. A transgender person 
does not always want to alter their physical body.
FeMALe-TO-MALe (FTM): refers to a transgender person who was designated 
as female at birth but who identifies as male.
MALe-TO-FeMALe (MTF): refers to a transgender person who was designated 
as male at birth but who identifies as female.
Every person has a fundamental right to decide their gender identity. A person’s 
self-identification must be respected, even if this changes over time.

COMMON TeRMS ASSOCIATed WITH GeNdeR eXPReSSION
BUTCH: a masculine gender expression
FeMMe: a feminine gender expression
FUTCH/GeNdeR FLUId/GeNdeR QUeeR: a person who uses both masculine 
and feminine gender expressions, or who subverts common expectations of 
gender expression.
Every person has a fundamental right to express their gender in their own way. 
A person’s expression of their gender must be respected, even if this changes 
over time.

SEXUAL ORIENTATION 
Sexual orientation refers to emotional, physical and sexual attraction. A 
person might be attracted to people of the same sex, the opposite sex, both 
sexes or neither sex.

Sexual orientation is also understood as a binary: heterosexual desire/
homosexual desire. In this binary, heterosexual attraction is typically consid-
ered to be natural and normal, and non-heterosexual attraction to be un-
natural and abnormal. Heterosexuality is also associated with family, morality 
and wholesomeness, while other sexual orientations are associated with sin, 
immorality and promiscuity. This negative framing of non-heterosexual desire 
fuels homophobia and denies queer people access to power. 

Sexual orientation is often broken down into four categories, though some 
people may not identify with any of these labels. In this manual we use the 
term ‘queer’ to accommodate all understandings of sexual orientation and 
gender identity. >>
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COMMON TeRMS ASSOCIATed WITH SeXUAL ORIeNTATION
LeSBIAN: a woman who is emotionally and sexually attracted to other women.
GAy: a man who is emotionally and sexually attracted to other men.
BISeXUAL: a person who is emotionally and sexually attracted to both sexes.
STRAIGHT: a person who is emotionally and sexually attracted to the opposite sex.
ASeXUAL: a person who has low or no sexual attraction. 
Sexual orientation is a significant aspect of a person’s sense of self and must 
therefore be respected, regardless of how an individual chooses to identify.

QUEER
This manual uses the term ‘queer’ instead 
of the LGBTI acronym. This decision was 
inspired by recent moves on the continent to 
interrogate and rethink local understandings 
of sexual and gender diversity. 

Over the last decade, activists have debated 
whether the term queer is relevant to the 
Southern Africa context. Some people argue 
that the term has little meaning outside of 
universities and that it is disconnected from 
people’s lived realities. However, there is a 
growing movement that seeks to challenge 
the Western understanding of the term and 
to create new ways of being that are based on 
African models. 

‘Queer’ is used here to acknowledge people 
who challenge heteronormativity through 
their lives and actions. Some of these people 
may identify specifically as queer, but others 
may not. We would also like to be inclusive 
of our straight comrades who are committed 
to challenging homophobia and transphobia 
within their communities. Our use of the 
term is not intended to offend, but rather to 
recognise and celebrate the diversity that 
exists within our movements. Do not feel 
pressured to use this word in your workshops 
just because we have used it here. Instead, use 
terms that feel right for you and your group.

FACILITATION TIp
Think of some of the words used 
by queer youth to describe their 
identity in your context. For 
example, some young people 
proudly describe themselves as a 
moffie, stabane, ngochani or rainka.
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INEQUALITy
Inequality refers to the different opportunities and rewards afforded to certain individuals or 
groups of individuals. Some groups of people have more access to resources and decision-
making structures than other groups. This lack of opportunities can make it difficult for whole 
groups of people to exercise their basic rights – in other words, to live freely, safely and with 
dignity. Homophobia and transphobia are two forms of inequality. 

There are many groups of people who experience inequality: sex workers, migrants, the 
unemployed, those living in rural areas and people living with HIV are just a few examples. The 
inequality they experience can take many forms. Sometimes it is obvious, but other times it is 
more hidden or subtle. 

Here are a few examples: 
Q Men being paid more than women 
Q Children from rural areas not having school textbooks 
Q  A disabled person not being able to communicate with service providers
Q  A person with HIV not being able to access proper medical treatment
Q  A person not being able to secure accommodation or employment because of their  

ethnic group.

Challenging inequality is about recognising and 
resisting systems that privilege certain groups 
of people. This privileging may be because of 
race, class, gender, sexual orientation, education 
level, HIV status or many other factors.

A distinction is often made between 
how individuals experience oppression and 
how whole groups of people experience 
oppression. The second type is referred to as structural inequality. It is surprisingly easy to 
identify instances of structural inequality. Healthcare systems, for example, are often set up 
so that rich people have access to better services than poor people. Even if one or two poor 
people have a good experience, the system as a whole is still unequal.

The legal and education systems are two other examples of structural inequality. Both of 
these systems are set up in a way that benefits people who live in urban areas and who are 
wealthy, heterosexual and cisgender. In most cases, it is easier for men, especially those from 
dominant racial or cultural groups, to access these services. 

Explaining how power is unequally distributed in society can be difficult. Many people choose to 
represent this visually using a pyramid diagram 
(see Figure 1). The top part of the pyramid 
represents those people with the most access 
to power, while the bottom represents those 

FACILITATION TIp
Think about the different ways  
you have seen inequality play out  
in your community. This might be  
at your workplace, church, school  
or home. 

STRUCTURAL INeQUALITy: the power 
imbalances that are built into social 
institutions and systems.
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FACILITATION TIp
Think of the institutions in your 
context that create social inequality. 

people with the least amount of power. Academics refer to this as social stratification, and while 
there is debate among theorists about the best way to categorise different groups of people, they 
all agree that some groups have more access to power than others. 

The pyramid diagram helps us to understand 
how power is concentrated in the hands of an 
elite few. A person’s position in the pyramid – 
that is, their access to power – is in large part 
determined by their race, class, gender, sexual 
orientation and other social factors. 

There are a number of institutions that uphold systems of inequality. Schools, churches, the 
criminal justice system and the media are just a few of the institutions that influence who does 
and does not have access to power. 

FIGURE 1: The pyramid of social inequality 
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INTERSECTIONALITy
Inequality affects people in complex ways. In fact, a person can experience many forms of 
oppression at the same time. We describe these linked forms of oppression as intersectionality. 
The theory of intersectionality argues that all forms of oppression are connected and therefore 
cannot be explained separately. 

There is no one way that oppression is experienced: an individual’s life is shaped by many 
factors, and each of these can impact the degree to which discrimination is felt. Examples 
of these factors include race, gender, class, education, ability and ethnicity. For instance, an 
unemployed black woman who lives in a rural area will likely have a very different experience 
of life than a wealthy white woman who lives in a city. While they are both women and might 
share similar struggles in that regard, they will have vastly different opportunities (such as 
unequal access to services).

It is useful to think about intersectionality when discussing inequality or injustice. The 
theory reminds us that while there may be similarities in the way we experience discrimination, 
there can also be many differences. It also helps us to remember that inequality even occurs 
within queer communities – gay men, for instance, tend to be more represented and visible in 
activist spaces, and transgender and intersex issues are usually given less priority. 
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Creativity is a powerful tool. Creative works can make us feel happy or sad, 
excited or angry, confused or inspired. They can also make us look at the world 
in different ways. And they are powerful not just for the viewer or listener, but 
also for the creator. 

Whether it is singing, dancing, drawing, writing or acting, creative expression allows us to share 
with others our experiences, emotions and hopes. That is why creative methods are such an 
effective way of engaging marginalised communities. The end goal is not to produce award-
winning art works – though the outputs will certainly be amazing! – but rather to promote self-
awareness and self-confidence, both of which can help to drive change (either on an individual or a 
societal level). 

The methods used here are inspired by Brazilian activists Paulo Freire and Augusto Boal. Both 
Freire and Boal argue that education is an inherently political act, in that it can be used either to 
reinforce inequality or to challenge inequality. Both theorists champion participatory, learner-

centred forms of education that empower communities to act against oppression. 

Why use creative methods?
Creative activities are an excellent way to make sure participants enjoy the workshop 
experience and are central to the learning process. For many people, creative activities like the 
ones listed here will be a totally new way of learning. Instead of sitting behind a school desk, 
those taking part are required to be up and active, to be involved in the process physically, 
mentally and emotionally. Participating in a creative activity stimulates the left side of a 
person’s brain and this can radically change how that person responds to the topic being 
explored. When people are energised and alert, they are more open to sharing and learning. 
This is because they are contributing to the process, both by bringing along their own ideas 
and experiences, and by taking part in the collective analysis.

Using a creative approach allows participants to drive the learning experience, in that the 
products they create serve as the springboard for the discussions and analyses. It also helps 
to stimulate dialogue and reflection, while simultaneously highlighting the various forms of 
knowledge that exist in the group. 

Finally, as well as ensuring that participants are active and engaged, participatory methods 
are an excellent way to link research and activism. The products that are created can shed light 
on how participants understand their experiences and thus be used to better plan advocacy 
programmes. They can also be used to draw attention to particular challenges or issues, and to 
mobilise communities to take action. 
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FACILITATION TIp
Remember that facilitators are 
different from teachers: facilitators 
place participants at the centre of the 
learning process, whereas teachers 
tend to regard learners as passive 
recipients of facts and figures.

Is this your first time running a workshop? We know it can be daunting. There 
are different expectations and opinions to negotiate, as well as the assumption 
that you, the facilitator, will have all the answers. Then there are logistics and 
budgets to think about. So, how are you feeling? A little nervous? Take a deep 
breath and relax – this guide is here to help. Planning and implementing a 
workshop should be an enjoyable experience.

ThE ROLE OF ThE FACILITATOR 

The facilitator is the person who curates and 
coordinates the learning process. This includes 
developing the workshop process, running the 
various activities and assisting participants on 
a one-to-one basis. 

Facilitators can come from a variety of 
backgrounds: some are activists affiliated with 
community organisations, while others are NGO staff, professional educators or even social 
workers. It is important to think about your own skills and experience, and how these might 
influence your work as a facilitator. 

As well as your personal and professional background, it is important to consider your 
position in society. This includes your race, class, gender and sexual orientation, as well as 
where you live, your home language and your level of education. These different elements can 
impact on how you are viewed by the participants. 

A good facilitator is a conscious facilitator – in other words, someone who is aware of their 
social position and how this affects others. People cannot evade positions of power, even 
within a positive workshop space, and so a good facilitator will always try to be self-reflective. 
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While there are many things to keep in mind when facilitating, these should not put you 
off having a go. Like all good things in life, it takes time to become an effective facilitator. As 
you become more experienced, you will begin to see how all of the factors listed above can 
influence a workshop. 

There is no one way to facilitate. Each person has a different style and approach: some 
people place more emphasis on sharing and reflection, while others may choose to 
concentrate on developing practical skills. For that reason, it is best to view the information 
contained here as a general guide. There is no substitute for practice – the more time you 
spend facilitating, the easier it will become. 

CREATING ThE WORKShOp SpACE 
‘Creating a space’ refers not only to finding 
a suitable venue, but also to fostering an 
environment in which people feel safe, both 
emotionally and physically. It also involves 
building consensus among the group on the 
goals of the workshop. 

To ‘hold a workshop’ is the act of sustaining 
the space. This includes managing different 
voices and emotions (including handling any 
conflicts), keeping participants on track and 
maintaining awareness of the overall objective. 

Feeling confused? Do not worry! Each of 
these factors is explained in more detail below. 
The different aspects involved in holding a 
workshop will also become clearer once you 
have had a go.

FACILITATION TIp
do not be afraid of disagreement 
within the workshop space – 
conflicting ideas are useful! dissent 
challenges people to think deeper. 

It is important for all participants 
to share their ideas, even if these are 
unpopular or prejudicial. 

Participants should also be 
encouraged to challenge opinions 
with which they disagree. However, 
it is important that all discussions 
are constructive – participants 
should challenge ideas, not people.
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ADVICE FOR FACILITATORS WORKING 
WITh QUEER yOUTh 

In the method outlined in this manual, it is the facilitator’s role to work with participants to 
recognise, name and respond to forms of injustice. This can only be achieved if participants 
feel relaxed, safe, supported and engaged. Listed below are five factors that can influence the 
success or failure of a workshop. Again, it is important to remember that you will become more 
confident and skilled with practice, so try not to feel overwhelmed or scared. 

1NEGOTIATING POWER IMBALANCES
Unequal power relations can occur in workshop spaces and so facilitators should 
remain conscious of how participants are interacting. It is the facilitator’s role to 

negotiate any power imbalances that are observed. Remember also that you, as the 
facilitator, can be seen to have more power than participants because you have control over 
the shape of the workshop.
The questions below can help you to identify unequal power relations within your 
workshop group: 
Q Is there a greater representation of one group? (For instance, more men than women.)
Q Do any participants keep interrupting or talking over others? 
Q Which participants are remaining silent?
Q Are participants using discriminatory words?
Q How are people behaving in group situations? 
Noticing disruptive or inappropriate behaviours does not mean that something has gone 
wrong. In fact, some form of tension will arise in every workshop. And the bad news is there 
is no magic wand you can wave to change how people think and act. However, there are 
ways that facilitators can negotiate power imbalances, such as by inviting certain individuals 
to speak, adjusting the questions being asking, or changing how participants are divided 
into groups. These skills take time to develop, so do not be disheartened if you are struggling 
to shift the group dynamic first time around.

2MANAGING EMOTIONS WHEN FACILITATING QUEER THEMES
Facilitators should try to create a relaxed environment in which people feel 
comfortable sharing personal narratives. Warm-up and energiser games are a great 

way to put people at ease. Participants also respond well to facilitators who are themselves 
engaged in the process and who are welcoming, friendly and honest. 

Workshops can be deeply emotional. Some participants may not have been in queer 
spaces before and may feel inspired to talk through experiences they have not previously 
discussed. Sharing personal narratives can be cathartic – that is, the act of sharing may help 
people feel better about what they have been going through – but this process can also 
raise negative or complicated feelings, particularly if the stories relate to trauma. In such a 
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situation, you may be required to offer emotional support to the individual. It is important to 
remain aware of any narratives relating to violence, self-harm and substance abuse, as these 
may indicate a need for psychosocial support outside of the workshop. 

Caring for your own mental health is just as important. Always be aware of your own 
emotional state, and be honest with yourself about what you are capable of dealing with. 
Remember that you are not a psychologist – do not take on more than you can handle. 
Consult with a professional if there is one available and debrief regularly with colleagues. 

3SETTING BOUNDARIES
Negotiating boundaries can be a challenge for inexperienced facilitators, especially 
if you have close personal ties with the community. Your personal relationships can 

affect how participants relate to you and can, in some circumstances, make it difficult to run 
a workshop. It is thus very important that you establish clear boundaries. 

Setting boundaries is not as simple as being emotionally disconnected. On the one hand, 
it is important to keep a distance between you and the participants, as this can help you to 
keep the group safe. On the other hand, participatory processes are just that – participatory. 
The activities in this manual involve the sharing of personal narratives and this necessitates a 
level of personal engagement from the facilitator. 
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4BALANCING AGENDAS
Facilitators are sometimes based at NGOs or community organisations, and these 
professional associations can affect a workshop. Every organisation works according 

to some form of strategic direction and has a specific agenda when it comes to working with 
communities. The situation can be further complicated when workshops are commissioned 
by donors for a particular purpose. 

Those taking part in the workshop will also have an agenda. Participants will bring with 
them their own understandings, concerns and desires, and these must be considered when 
facilitating any type of intervention. Take into account any ideas from the community – it is, 
after all, the participants themselves who are most familiar with their own context. 

Every workshop involves trying to balance these different agendas. Sometimes this may 
be quite easy (for instance, if all parties agree on the desired outcome) and sometimes this 
may require a significant amount of energy. One of the most effective ways of managing 
this process is to ask participants to think through their expectations at the very start of a 
workshop (see page 49). Once these expectations have been shared, the facilitator can talk 
through the list and explain how these align with, or perhaps conflict with, the proposed 
activities. It is important for facilitators to be up front about what will be covered in the 
workshop and what the outcomes might be. 

5HEALTH AND WELLBEING
Workshops are hard work. There are a lot of demands placed on a facilitator: you are 
expected to be informed, skilful, empathetic and in touch with the needs of the group, 

as well as to meet the demands of your organisation and/or donor. This can be exhausting. It 
is therefore important that you take care of your physical and mental wellbeing. 

When running a workshop, be sure to set aside enough time to rest and recuperate. It is 
also important to think about how to manage stress and maintain focus. Positive ways of 
dealing with stress include physical exercise, conversations with friends and family, or activities 
that allow you to focus on other things (such as reading or watching a movie). Try to avoid 
destructive behaviours outside of the workshop space, such as abusing drugs and alcohol.
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Your planning should always begin with the same question: Why am I doing 
this workshop? This should be followed with a second question: How will this 
workshop benefit the community with whom I will be working?

There are four things to keep in mind when answering these questions:
1.  CONTEXT: What are the histories, geographies, demographics, challenges and hopes of the 

community with which you will be working?
2.  PROBLEM: What is the key issue you want to address, and how does this align with the 

community’s needs and expectations? 
3.  ACTION: What do you have to offer – in the form of skills, ideas or approaches – to the 

community with which you will be working? 
4.  OBJECTIVE: What do you hope to achieve by running the workshop?

The last of these is usually the trickiest to 
pinpoint. The activities in this manual can 
be used for many purposes – for instance, to 
encourage self-reflection, to teach practical 
skills, or to develop a community advocacy 
campaign. If holding a multi-day workshop, 
you might aim to meet all three of these 
outcomes, whereas a shorter workshop may 
focus on just one.

Once you have thought through why you 
are doing the workshop, you will need to begin 
planning the practical aspects. Workshop 
planning is itself a creative process, and there 
is no one-size-fits-all approach. Remember 
that this will get easier with time, especially as 
you become more familiar with the different 
activities. Do not be put off if your first 
workshop does not run smoothly – with time 
and practice, you will get the hang of it! 

Begin by brainstorming all of the activities that could be used to meet your objective 
and then identifying those that would work best in your context. The next step is to list any 
logistical or financial constraints you may have. What is your budget? How much time do you 
have available? What is the size of the workshop group? Considering these variables will help 
you to design a workshop process that meets the needs of all stakeholders. 

Remember that developing a workshop process is not about choosing the easiest or most 
entertaining activities, but rather about selecting those activities that best suit your context, 
objective and available resources (see Figure 2). 

FACILITATION TIp
Suggested workshop plans have 
been included in Appendix I. 
Check them out for ideas on how 
to develop your own workshop 
process. 
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FIGURE 2: Factors to consider when planning a workshop

There are five important factors to consider when planning a workshop. Taking these into 
account will help you to meet your objective. 

1PARTICIPANTS
Your final process will depend on your group and so it is useful to do a demographic 
review in advance. Take into account the age, race, gender and sexual orientations of 

the participants. This information will help you to anticipate narratives that may emerge, as 
well as to negotiate any power imbalances within the group. 

It is also useful to take into account the home languages of participants. Language can be 
a huge barrier when it comes to both facilitating and participating in a workshop. Be mindful 
of how you may need to change your language. This may mean holding the workshop in a 
language other than English, or using vocabulary that is suitable for your group. 

The size of the group will also influence how the workshop plays out. The activities in this 
manual are ideal for groups of between ten and twelve people; if your group is smaller or 
larger than this, then you may need to adapt the exercises. For instance, you may want to 
consider using breakaway groups for the discussion and feedback sessions. 

ANALYSIS
Context?
Problem?

Objective?

LOGISTICS
Budget?

Time?
Group size?

WORKSHOP
PLAN

ACTIVITIES
What would  

work best for  
this group?

PRACTICAL DETAILS
Venue?

Catering?
Available resources?
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2AVAILABLE RESOURCES
Work with queer communities is often constrained by funding restrictions. This means you 
need to be open to improvising, especially when it comes to managing resources. There 

are two important things to take into account when thinking about resources and materials:
1. The expectations of participants – for instance, transport fares, stipends, catering, 

accommodation, stationery and so on.
2. The practical things you need to enrich the experience – for instance, art materials, 

projectors, internet access, a suitable venue and so on. 
Always keep in mind your overall objective (as well as any financial and human resource 
limitations) when making decisions about resources. 

3TIME
One challenge with creative processes is that there is never enough time – this is by far 
the most common feedback from participants. Managing time as a facilitator is difficult: it 

is important to afford enough time for participants to complete tasks and share their experiences, 
but it is also necessary to keep the group on track. 

It is easy to fall into the trap of squeezing in too many activities. Be realistic when putting 
together your workshop plan, and be sure to factor in sufficient time for people to relax and 
regain their energy. It is important to allocate time for warm-up and energiser games, as well as 
to spend time recapping and debriefing. Some of the activities in this manual are long and so 
it will be necessary to factor in break times. Participants should also be allowed to use the toilet 
freely during longer activities. Remember that people are not machines – we need time to eat, 
rest and have fun.

Time is critical when it comes to dealing with emotional topics. In most circumstances, it takes 
a couple of days for people to form relationships and feel comfortable talking in front of others. 
The introductory exercises in this manual are a great way to put people at ease, but do not be 
disheartened if this does not happen on the first day. If you notice that some participants are 
anxious or struggling to make connections with others in the group, add in some extra warm-up 
or energiser games. Hundreds of facilitation games can be found online, or you may want to refer 
to other workshop resources. 
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4VARIETY
Making the final selection of activities 
can be hard. As the facilitator, you need 

to achieve your overall objective, but it is also 
important that participants enjoy the experience. 
Using a variety of activities can help make the 
workshop more engaging for participants. 
Most workshops are made up of four 
different types of activity:
1. ACTIVITIES THAT OPEN THE WORKSHOP 

SPACE: These are activities that help people 
get to know each other and that allow for 
rules and expectations to be developed collectively

2. ACTIVITIES WITH A SPECIFIC PURPOSE: These are activities that educate on a 
particular topic, explore community experiences or incite activism

3. ACTIVITIES THAT HOLD THE WORKSHOP SPACE: These are activities or games that 
help facilitators negotiate power relations and that keep participants energised

4. ACTIVITIES THAT CLOSE THE WORKSHOP SPACE: These are activities or games that 
help participants to reflect on the learning process.

It is recommended that you include different types of activities in your workshop plan. 
Failing to use warm-up or debrief exercises can leave participants with unresolved emotions 
or unfulfilled expectations. 

FACILITATION TIp
Consider running the ‘Gingerbread 
People’ session (see page 62) with 
each new workshop group. This 
session helps participants to better 
understand sexual and gender 
diversity, and provides an analytical 
framework for later activities.
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5SAFETY AND SECURITY
Doing work with queer communities 
can be dangerous. Same-sex 

sexual practices are criminalised in many 
countries and this means that queer-
themed workshops can attract police 
attention. The safety of your participants 
must be your main priority. 
Consider the following questions:
Q Is the workshop being held in a safe 

and discreet venue?
Q Do any workshop materials refer 

explicitly to sexual and gender 
diversity?

Q Should pseudonyms be used for 
paperwork and other written materials?

Q Could audio-visual recordings of the 
workshop put participants at risk?

Q Would sharing information about the workshop on social media 
jeopardise participant safety?

If you are working in an unfamiliar area, it is useful to consult with local organisations. This 
can make it easier to locate a safe venue and understand relevant customs or context-
specific challenges. Local organisations can also assist in developing a contingency plan that 
lists emergency contact details, safe houses and exit strategies. 

A safety and security sheet has been included in Appendix II. Use this form to assess the 
context in which you will be working and to record the numbers of people who can assist if 
something goes wrong. 

FACILITATION TIp
It is crucial to have the informed 
consent of all participants. People 
need to understand what they are 
getting themselves into before the 
workshop starts. 

If you are planning to record the 
workshop, you will need to check 
in with participants first. In such 
circumstances, it is recommended 
that you ask participants to sign 
a release form. The form must 
explain clearly what the recording 
will be used for and must allow for 
participants to opt out. 
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Using a creative method can be daunting – but 
there is no need to be afraid, even if this is your 
first time doing so. Remember that the aim is 
not to produce a perfect picture or performance, 
but rather to represent and analyse aspects of 
our lived experiences. It is best to think about 
creative methods as an inward journey: the 
process helps people to reflect on their lives and work through any challenges. 

There is no right or wrong in any of these exercises: every answer/representation/creative 
work should be welcomed and valued. The foundation of this approach is the belief that we are 
all experts in our experiences and therefore worthy creators of knowledge. 

There are several things to keep in mind when facilitating a creative process. We have listed 
below some practical advice for those unfamiliar with these methods. 

FACILITATION TIp
Take some time to reflect on what 
creative expression means to you 
before attempting any activities 
with a group. 
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1BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS
The first step of a workshop process is always to build relationships – not just 
between you and the participants, but also among the participants themselves. These 

relationships are fundamental to the success of a workshop; a healthy group dynamic will 
encourage participants to share more openly about their experiences. It will also help to create 
a space in which constructive criticism is welcomed. 

Warm-up and energiser games are a great way to build relationships within a group. 
Examples of these types of activities have been listed in Chapter 8, and many more can be 
found online or in other resources. 

It is also important to establish ground rules at the start of every workshop. These should be 
developed collectively: facilitators and participants must agree upon acceptable behaviours 
within the workshop space. A simple method for developing group rules has been provided on 
page 49.

2MANAGING ANXIETY
Participants are likely to be anxious when entering the workshop, not only because 
they will be meeting new people, but also because they may not know what to expect. 

Some participants may also find the idea of being creative a daunting prospect, as few people 
consider themselves to be natural artists, writers or actors. Introducing a creative method 
gradually will reassure any participants who are nervous or shy. 

You may also need to support individual participants during the workshop process. This can 
involve helping participants to work through a problem, or simply encouraging them to have a 
go. Detailed advice on supporting anxious participants is provided on page 38.

3PROBLEM POSING
The creative aspects of a workshop are a lot of fun, but they are only one part of a 
broader process. It is important to challenge participants to think critically about what 

they have produced and what others in the group have produced. 
All of the sessions in this manual include suggested discussion points. These have been 

formulated in a way that will challenge participants to interrogate their own ideas and 
assumptions. These questions are intended as a guide only and can be modified to suit the 
needs of your group. It is especially important to adapt the questions if participants are 
struggling to respond or are unclear on what is being asked.
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Simple drama 
exercise 
introducing 
the concept 
of gender

Group 
discussion 
that unpacks 
how bodies 
are politicised 
and policed

Body-mapping 
exercise that 
explores 
experiences of 
oppression 
and resilience

Visual 
advocacy 
exercise that 
expands and 
strengthens 
the imagery 
developed in 
the body-maps

Visual 
advocacy 
campaign 
that draws 
together the 
learnings 
and outputs 
of the earlier 
exercises

4 INCREMENTAL LEARNING 
Incremental learning refers to the sequence of activities in a workshop. The order of 
activities should be similar to a staircase: it begins low and easy, and then slowly – one 

step at a time – gets more intensive. At each step, the complexity of the task should increase 
(see Figure 3). Keep the image of a staircase in mind when developing your workshop plan. 
Start off with tasks that are easier or less intimidating and then move gradually to tasks that are 
more challenging.

FIGURE 3: An incremental learning approach in action

An important concept related to incremental learning is scaffolding. The idea is that each 
exercise is set just beyond the capabilities or comfort zone of participants. The facilitator must 
provide enough support for participants to reach the next level. This support is often in the 
form of encouragement: the facilitator inspires participants to try their best and, in doing so, to 
continue learning and creating. 

This model is inspired by the work of Dr Carol Dweck, a psychologist from Stanford 
University who has spent decades studying how motivation impacts on learning. Dweck’s 
research highlights the benefits of persuading students to ‘have a go’ and to learn from both 
their achievements and their mistakes.
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5CRITIQUING CREATIVE WORKS
Sharing something you have created takes courage. It is even scarier when others are asked 
to comment on it! But it can also be a rewarding and fun experience. All of the activities in 

this manual include a critiquing component that helps participants to grow and learn. 
The sharing process should be carefully facilitated. Ask each participant to share their 

creative product – this could mean performing a role-play, explaining an image they have 
created, or reading a story out loud – and then invite others to offer feedback on the issues 
raised (rather than on the person’s artistic choices or skill levels).

The following discussion points may be useful, especially during the initial feedback 
sessions. But do not feel the need to ask each question each time – let your observations and 
instincts guide how you run feedback sessions.
Q What did you appreciate about the performance/story/artwork?
Q What stood out for you about this performance/story/artwork?
Q What did this performance/story/artwork say to you? 
Q What did you see in the performance/story/artwork?
Q How did it make you feel? Describe these different emotions.
Q Were there any actions/descriptions/symbols that confused or excited you?
Q Is there anything missing from the performance/story/artwork?
Q How could this piece be improved? 
Q What would you like to hear more about?

6HAVE FUN!
Creative methods are meant to be fun – both for the participants and the facilitator. While 
it is important to stay alert and focused, it is also important to enjoy the experience of 

meeting new people and watching them develop their skills and knowledge. 
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Offering support and encouragement

Supporting participants is not the same as doing the work for them, but rather 
about finding solutions to the challenges they are experiencing. In other 
words, it is about enabling participants to think through the activity and to 
step out of their comfort zone. The following approaches may be useful when 
dealing with an anxious or uninspired participant.

Q Start by asking a general question such as ‘May I help you?’ or ‘How can 
I support you?’ It is important that you do not pressure the participant – 
encourage them to invite your assistance. 

Q Nervous participants might say that they cannot draw, write or act. In these 
cases, try to talk through the activity with them. Asking ‘What do you see?’ 
is a good way for them to talk through the exercise prompt. ‘How does 
this link to any experiences you have had?’ or ‘How does this make you 
feel?’ are also effective questions. 

Q Participants who are new to creative methods often reproduce generic 
or obvious symbols, such as hearts (to represent love), crucifixes (to 
represent faith), or the female/male symbol (to represent gender). While 
it is important not to dismiss a participant’s work, it is also important to 
challenge people to dig deeper. Questions such ‘Are there other ways 
you could represent this in the picture/drama/story?’ can help to inspire 
those who are struggling. 
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This section lists a range of creative activities that can be used with queer youth. 
The activities are categorised under nine themes: 

1. Warm-ups, energiser games and focus activities 
2. Building relationships 
3. Gender and politics
4. Surfacing personal narratives
5. Rehearsing change
6. Advocacy and messaging
7. Campaign-building
8. Taking action
9. Reflective exercises and closing rituals 

The activities have been categorised in this way to highlight the different focus areas 
covered by this manual. You do not have to use an activity from each theme, nor do you have 
to run the activities in the order presented here. In fact, the activities can be used in myriad 
combinations depending on your desired outcome and/or the size and skills of your group. It is 
also not always necessary or useful to run every session in full – for instance, you may wish to 
run a number of activities one after the other and then have a longer group discussion, rather 
than having a group discussion after each separate activity. Detailed information on how to 
select and arrange activities can be found in Chapter 6. We have also included some sample 
workshop plans in Appendix I.

Only a small selection of energiser games and closing rituals are included in this manual. 
There are many resources (both print and online) that facilitators can consult if looking for 
other options. A seminal resource for many facilitators is Boal’s Games for Actors and Non-Actors, 
from which some of the games included here have been adapted. There are many variations of 
these games in circulation and the authors of this manual make no claim of ownership over the 
versions outlined here. 

Some of the art activities have been adapted from Breaking the Silence – Raising Women’s 
Voices through Visual Media (Judy Seidman & Charlotte Schaer, Curriculum Development 
Programme, 2010). This is a fantastic resource for anyone interested in the basic principles 
of ‘art for activism’. It also provides a more detailed overview of silk-screen printing than is 
possible to include here.  
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CATEGORy 1 
WARM-UpS, ENERGISER GAMES 

and FOCUS ACTIVITIES 

My NAME, My SIGN

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY 

DESCRIPTION: 
This fun ice-breaker allows participants to introduce themselves using both words and actions. 

AIM: To build relationships within the workshop group.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the workshop as a safe and supportive space
Q Feel comfortable working together 
Q Learn something new/interesting about others in the workshop.

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 15 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This exercise can also be used as an energiser game if repeated later in the workshop. You can 
even award a prize to anyone who can correctly recall each person’s secret and action without 
being prompted.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle. One by one, 

participants are to say their name and something no-
one else knows about them. They must then perform a 
physical gesture, movement or action that represents 
them.

2. Once each participant has had a turn, go around the 
circle in the same order – but this time everyone must 
simultaneously say each person’s name and secret, and 
simultaneously perform each person’s chosen action. 

3. Repeat this process a number of times, getting faster and 
faster with each round. 
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hUMAN MIRRORS

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY 

DESCRIPTION: 
This silent warm-up game focuses attention on bodies and movements. 

AIM: To strengthen nonverbal communication skills and memory skills.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Understand the possibilities and limitations of using nonverbal communication
Q Feel comfortable telling stories with their bodies
Q Observe and analyse visual cues
Q Reflect on the skills used in this game. 

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 30 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
 This game works best when participants have a lot of space to move around, and is a great 
activity to do in the sunshine.

 Participants should be as detailed as possible when embodying their experiences. Remind 
them that they cannot speak when acting out their journey.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Split the group into pairs: one person is to be the actor and the other person is to be the 

mirror. Explain that the actors must silently act out everything they did that morning prior 
to the workshop – that is, from when they woke up through to when they arrived at the 
venue. The partner must watch carefully and replicate all of these movements (as if they 
were a mirror) at the same time as they are being performed by the first person. 

2. After all the pairs have finished, ask them to swap roles and repeat the process. 
3. Once finished, choose one person from each pair to verbally retell the story of their 

partner’s journey to the rest of the workshop group. Ask them to be as detailed as possible 
in their retelling – not only what their partner did, but also the order in which these things 
were done. They must also be specific (for instance, whether the person ate breakfast, 
whether they put on socks, what form of transport they took and so on).

4. The questions below can be used to reflect on the game:
Q Did any aspects of your partner’s journey surprise you? Why?
Q How might you have better acted out your journey?
Q What are some of the benefits and challenges of nonverbal forms of communication? 
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DOUbLE pATTERNS

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY 

DESCRIPTION: 
This warm-up game requires participants to create two patterns – one using their voices and 
one using their bodies.

AIM: To focus attention and build concentration.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the value of working together
Q Support each other to achieve a positive outcome
Q Practise observing and listening to others 
Q Reflect on the skills used in this game. 

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 30 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This game requires high levels of concentration. Participants may feel frustrated at first, so be 
sure to encourage them to keep trying. Do not forget to acknowledge the group’s achievement 
once both patterns have been mastered.

The person who begins a pattern (whether verbal or physical) must also end it. If this does 
not happen, the pattern cannot be replicated continuously. The two patterns should be started 
by different people. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle. Explain that the group will need to create two different 

patterns: one created with words and one created with their bodies. Participants must pay close 
attention while the patterns are created, as they will need to repeat them numerous times.

2. Invite someone to start the FIRST PATTERN by saying another participant’s name out loud. 
The chosen participant must then continue creating the pattern by saying a third person’s 
name out loud. This is repeated until all participants have had their name called. Remember 
that each person’s name can be called once only, and the person who began the process 
must be selected last (so as to complete the pattern). 

  The order in which people’s names were called is the first pattern. The group should 
practise this pattern a number of times until everyone is familiar with the order in which 
names are to be called.

3. Invite someone to start the SECOND PATTERN by walking over to another participant, tapping 
them on the shoulder and then taking their place in the circle. The chosen participant must 
then continue creating the pattern by walking over to a third participant, tapping them on >>
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  the shoulder and then taking their place in the circle. This is repeated until all participants 
have been selected. Remember that each person can be tapped on the shoulder once 
only, and the person who began the process must be selected last (so as to complete the 
pattern). 

  The order in which people were selected is the second pattern. The group should 
practise the pattern a number of times until everyone is familiar with the order in which 
people are to move across the circle. 

4. Challenge participants to perform both patterns simultaneously. Start with the verbal 
pattern and then – once the group is comfortable – introduce the physical pattern. This 
may take a number of attempts.

5. The questions below can be used to reflect on the game:
Q Was it hard to perform both patterns simultaneously? Why?
Q What was required for this exercise to work?
Q How can we, as workshop participants, support one another to achieve a shared 

outcome, especially a challenging one?
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ZIp – ZAp – ZOOM

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY 

DESCRIPTION: 
This energiser game uses movement and sound to build concentration.

AIM: To ensure participants are alert and focused.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the value of working together
Q Support each other to achieve a positive outcome
Q Practise observing and listening to others 
Q Reflect on the skills used in this game. 

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 15 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
The point of this game is to pass ‘energy’ from person to person, and in doing so to build up the 
collective energy of the group.

The game uses three movements, each of which has a corresponding sound. These words – 
‘zip’, ‘zap’ or ‘zoom’ – must be said out loud while making the appropriate movement:
Q ZIP: clap the hands in a left-hand direction. This movements/sounds passes the energy to 

the left.
Q  ZAP: clap the hands in a right-hand direction. This movement/sound passes the energy to 

the right.
Q  ZOOM: thrust both hands forward towards another person in the circle. This movement/

sound passes the energy across the circle to a selected person. (Note that a ‘zoom’ cannot 
be used to pass the energy to the immediate left or to the immediate right.)

It is crucial that participants are familiar with the three movements/sounds before the game is 
attempted.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle. Demonstrate the three movements/sounds and make 

sure that participants understand how these affect the flow of energy. Practise each 
movement/sound with the group a couple of times. 

2. Begin the game by inviting a participant to pass the energy. They can do so by using any 
of the three movements/sounds. Participants must continue to pass the energy around 
the group. If a participant makes an error (for instance, by making the wrong sound for an 
action) then the round ends. >>
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3. As participants become more familiar with the movements/sounds, encourage them to 
build up the energy by passing it quicker and quicker. 

4. Finish the game once participants are able to continue passing the energy without making 
mistakes or stopping. 

5. The questions below can be used to reflect on the game:
Q What happened when everyone in the group concentrated on passing the energy? 
Q How did this game change how you feel, both as an individual and as a group? 
Q What could we do to improve our performance in this game?
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ThE hUMAN KNOT

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY 

DESCRIPTION: 
This focus activity develops problem-solving and leadership skills. 

AIM: To demonstrate the power of working together to solve a problem.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the value of working together 
Q Support each other to achieve a positive outcome
Q Think critically about how decisions are made
Q Reflect on the skills used in this game. 

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 15 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
Some participants may find this game to be challenging. If you notice people are struggling or 
becoming frustrated, then encourage the group to try different tactics. 

If you are working with a large number of participants, you may wish to split them up into 
smaller groups and to allocate more time to the game. 

The game can be made more challenging by asking participants to untangle the knot using 
non-verbal cues only. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a tight circle. Each participant must reach into the centre of 

the circle and grab two hands. It is very important that participants do not hold the hands 
of the people directly beside them, and that they do not select both hands of another 
participant.

2. Without letting go of each other’s hands, the group must untangle the knot. 
3. The questions below can be used to reflect on the game:

Q What did you have to do to complete this activity? 
Q What, if anything, could have been done differently? 
Q How were decisions reached? 
Q How might the skills used in this game be useful in other situations?
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COUNTING IN ThE DARK

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY 

DESCRIPTION: 
This focus activity develops listening and communication skills. 

AIM: To draw attention to the group’s collective energy and how this can be harnessed to solve 
problems.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the value of working together 
Q Support each other to achieve a positive outcome
Q Think critically about how decisions are made
Q Reflect on the skills used in this game. 

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 15 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This game works best if people take their time. Encourage the group to be patient and to 
remain aware of the energy in the room. 

The game can be made more challenging by asking participants to count backwards or to 
recite the entire alphabet (rather than numbers). 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle. Explain that the group is going to count collectively 

from one to twenty, but without using an established pattern (such as going around the 
circle one at a time) or without using any communication cues. 

2. Begin by asking everyone to close their eyes and to focus their attention on the energy in 
the room. 

3. Any participant may start the process by saying ‘one’. Another person will continue by 
saying ‘two’. This is repeated one number at a time.  If two people say a number at the same 
time, the group must start the task again. 

4. Finish the game once the group has successfully counted to twenty (or whichever target 
has been selected). 

5. The questions below can be used to reflect on the game:
Q What made you decide to say a number, or to stay silent? 
Q Did you use any specific techniques to complete this challenge? 
Q  How might the skills used in this game be useful in other situations?
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CATEGORy 2 
bUILDING RELATIONShIpS

WORKShOp CONTRACT

CLASSIFICATION: ART 

DESCRIPTION: 
This two-part session allows facilitators and participants to negotiate ground  
rules for a workshop. 
1. The first activity asks participants to visually represent their expectations, both of the 

workshop process and of each other.
2. The second activity asks all parties to agree to a workshop ‘contract’. 

AIM: To collectively develop ground rules for a workshop.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the workshop as a shared space
Q Agree on the minimum standards of behaviour 
Q Understand the objectives of the workshop.

MATERIALS:
Q  Flipchart    Q  A3 paper    Q  Markers    Q  Crayons 

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 1 hour

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This version of the activity asks participants to visually represent their expectations, but the 
same outcome can be achieved using writing. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – group brainstorming (30 minutes)
1. Split participants into small groups. 
2. Provide each group with two pieces of A3 paper. Ask the groups to write ‘Expectations’ at 

the top of one piece of paper and ‘Rules of behaviour’ at the top of the other.
3. Participants must first draw all of their expectations. The list should cover everything that 

participants hope to achieve during the workshop.
4. Participants must then draw their proposed rules of behaviour. The list should outline how 

participants want each other to act during the workshop (for instance, treating others with 
respect, arriving on time, completing the activities to the best of their abilities and so on). >>
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Part 2 – developing the contract (30 minutes)
1. Ask each group to present their lists, recording what is shared on the flipchart.
2. Once each group has presented, talk through the list that has been compiled. Facilitators 

should address any expectations that do not align with the proposed activities or 
objectives.  Participants should be given an opportunity to agree or disagree with the  
items on the list. If there are disagreements, encourage participants to decide collectively 
on a compromise. 

3. Facilitators should add to the list any expectations or behaviours that have been left off. 
Participants must again be given an opportunity to comment on the new items and, if 
necessary, to decide collectively on a compromise. 

 It is important that the factors below are covered during the conversation:
Q SHARING AND CRITIQUING: Participants will be expected to share their work and to 

provide feedback on the work of others.
Q OWNERSHIP OF CREATIVE WORKS: In most cases, participants retain ownership of 

the materials that are produced, but facilitators may seek permission to use these works 
for specific purposes. 

Q  PHOTOGRAPHS: Participants must be asked if they give permission for photos to be 
taken. If these photos are going to be reproduced, then a release form will need to be 
signed by participants (see Appendix III).

Q SAFETY AND SECURITY: Participants should be made aware of any safety and security 
concerns, and any contingency plans that are in place.

4. Continue the discussion until everyone in the group has agreed to the expectations and 
rules of behaviours.

5. Display the ‘contract’ in a visible position so that it can be referred to as needed. It is also 
useful to look back at the expectations during the final debrief session of the workshop. 
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FIRST CONTACT

CLASSIFICATION: ART 

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session introduces some basic art techniques and helps to build relationships 
within the group. 
1. The first activity uses collective brainstorming to focus participants’ thinking.
2. The second activity uses hands as a symbolic entry point for self-reflection. It uses a basic art 

process that helps participants to connect with themselves and with each other.
3. The third activity asks participants to reflect on the process of creating and sharing their artworks. 

AIM: To create and share artworks inspired by participants’ life experiences.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Feel comfortable sharing personal narratives 
Q Use creative methods to reflect on their experiences
Q Recognise the symbolic potential of visual art
Q Correctly use some basic art techniques.

MATERIALS:
Q    Flipchart   Q  A3 paper   Q  Markers   Q  Crayons   Q  Water-based paint or food colouring 
(minimum four colours)   Q  Sponges   Q  White candles   Q  Cotton buds    Q  Bleach 

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 2 hours

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This activity uses an art technique known as ‘wax-resistance’. This involves using crayons (which 
are made of wax or oil) and water-based paint/food colouring. The water-based paint/food 
colouring will not dilute or blur what has been drawn with the crayons, thus giving the final 
product multiple layers. Be sure to carefully follow the instructions if using water-based paint, as 
the powder must be adequately diluted before being applied. 

This activity can be adapted to suit different objectives. For instance, feet can be used instead 
of hands, especially if you are hoping to surface narratives about physical journeys (such as 
migrating to another country) or emotional journeys (such as coming to terms with one’s sexual 
orientation or gender identity).

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – introduction (15 minutes)
1. Facilitate a short brainstorming session based on the following question: ‘When you first 

meet new people, what do you ask them?’ Record the responses on the flipchart. 
2. Encourage the group to think more deeply by asking the following question: ‘What do you really 

want to know about the new person you are meeting?’ Record the responses on the flipchart. 
3. Display both lists in a visible position so that participants can refer to them throughout the 

session. >>
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Part 2 – art process (1 hour)
1. Ask participants to brainstorm actions used to greet people, especially for the first time. At a 

minimum, this list should include shaking hands, waving and hugging. Highlight to participants 
that many greeting actions involve hands. Ask the group to reflect on why this is the case.

2. Instruct participants to look carefully at their own hands and to describe what they can see 
(shape, size, physical characteristics and so on). Record these responses on the flipchart 
and display the list in a visible position. 

3. Provide each participant with a piece of A3 paper. Ask participants to OUTLINE THEIR 
HANDS on the paper using a permanent marker. Participants are free to use multiple 
colours and/or make multiple outlines. It is worth mentioning that colours can be symbolic 
and that participants should choose those colours that best represent their personality and 
experiences. 

4. Ask participants to add PHYSICAL FEATURES (for instance, fingernails, hair, scars or tattoos) 
so that the outlines are recognisable as their own hands. 

5. Ask participants to add SYMBOLIC ELEMENTS to their picture. These can be added 
anywhere on the page – either inside or outside of the hand outlines. The symbols should 
represent the following aspects of their lives:
Q ACHIEVEMENTS: What have you accomplished with your hands? Remind participants 

that hands are used for many things: domestic tasks, showing affection, changing our 
environment, protesting and so on.

Q FUTURES: What would you like to achieve in the future? What are your dreams and 
desires?

Q CONNECTIONS: How can you connect what you have done and what you want to 
do? Encourage participants to think about this as a journey – about building a bridge 
between now and the future.

Q SECRETS: What is something private that is important to you? Participants should use 
a candle to add a ‘secret’ image. The candle is used in the same way as a pen or pencil, 
but the wax is initially invisible. Explain that the hidden image will appear once colour 
is applied, though participants can choose not to discuss this symbol with the group.

6. Instruct participants to apply the paint/food colouring using a sponge. Participants can use 
as many or as few colours as they choose, and can experiment with different techniques 
(dabbing, squeezing, creating stripes and so on).

7. Place the completed works in the sun to dry.
8. Should participants wish to add any last-minute symbols, they may do so with a cotton 

bud dipped into a bleach solution (using the cotton bud as they would a pen). The bleach 
will remove whatever is on the page, so warn participants to be very careful if using this 
technique. >>
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Part 3 – feedback and discussion (45 minutes)
1. Each participant has three minutes to present their work to the rest of the group. Encourage 

participants to explain the visual imagery they have used and how this links to their 
personal experiences.

2. Invite questions and comments from the rest of the group. Remind people to be specific 
in their observations – instead of pointing out an element they like, participants should 
share why they like it and how it makes them feel. Feedback should focus on the issues and 
narratives raised, rather than on the individual’s skill level or artistic choices. 

3. Ask participants to reflect on the process of introducing themselves using visual symbolism. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What did you enjoy about this creative process?
Q Can visual symbols effectively represent a person’s experiences? Why?
Q Did you notice any common themes in people’s experiences?
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pOSTCARDS TO NEW FRIENDS

CLASSIFICATION: WRITING

DESCRIPTION: 
This two-part session helps put participants at ease, while also encouraging them to think 
critically about writing as a form of communication. 
1. The first activity allows participants to share aspects of their personalities, lives and 

experiences.
2. The second activity asks participants to reflect on the process of creating and sharing.

AIM: To introduce participants to each other.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the workshop as a safe and supportive space
Q Feel comfortable sharing their writing and ideas
Q Understand the basic elements of effective communication 
Q Know something new/interesting about others in the workshop.

MATERIALS:
Q   Cardboard   Q  Markers   Q  Pens   Q  Crayons   Q  Scissors   Q  Glitter (optional)    
Q   Glue (optional)   Q  Magazines (optional)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 1 hour

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
 If time is an issue, you may want to cut the cardboard into postcard-size pieces before the 
session starts. 

Anything can be used to decorate the postcards – for instance, pictures cut out of 
magazines, shapes made out of coloured paper, or found objects. It is okay to use whatever 
materials are easily accessible to you. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – writing process (30 minutes)
1. Using the materials provided, participants are to design a postcard that reflects aspects 

of their personality or life journey (for instance, a participant who loves music may wish 
to sketch a favourite instrument or musical notes). The final product should be a creative 
representation of its sender.

2. Ask participants to compose a message on the reverse side of the postcard. The message 
can be presented in a traditional letter style, or can be more creative (for instance, a poem, 
a special memory or a funny anecdote). Participants can choose to ‘send’ their postcard 
anonymously. 

3. Collect all the postcards and then distribute them among the group. Each participant should 
now have another person’s postcard. >>
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Part 2 – feedback and discussion (30 minutes)
1. One by one, participants are to read the message they received out loud and then talk 

through the visuals. 
 The questions below can be used to facilitate this process: 

Q What is the sender trying to communicate? 
Q What do you now know about this person? 
Q What assumptions might you make about this person based on what they have or have 

not included on their postcard? 
2. Ask participants to reflect on the process of introducing themselves using both visual and 

written communication tools. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Was it easy or hard to put together an introductory message using such little space? 
Why?

Q Did using two communication styles (visual and written) make it easier to introduce 
yourself? Why?

Q How did your audience – that is, your peers in the workshop space – influence the type 
of message you sent? What would you do differently if you were sending the postcard 
to your mother, or your teacher, or your pastor, or your best friend?

Q Are the ‘messages’ we send to each other always easy to interpret?
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CATEGORy 3 
GENDER and pOLITICS

DIVERSITy LINE

CLASSIFICATION: DRAMA 

DESCRIPTION: 
This session uses participants’ bodies to represent structural inequality.

AIM: To reflect on privilege and power, both within society and the workshop space.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise how power is unevenly distributed in society
Q Think critically about inequality within queer communities
Q Reflect on how structural inequality affects their own lives.

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 30 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
 This session is a great way to introduce the concepts explored in the ‘Gingerbread People’ 
session. 

The success of the activity depends on the commands given. Be sure to think carefully 
about the mixture of participants in your workshop and how structural inequality may shape 
their lives.

 If using a small venue, you may want to run this session outside. It is important that 
participants have room to move around and that they can see the positions of their peers at 
the end of the activity. Running this activity in the sunshine is also a great way to energise the 
group – fresh air can work miracles! 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a straight line.  Explain that you, the facilitator, will be saying 

out loud a number of commands to which the participants must respond. Participants can 
respond in one of three ways: by taking a step forward, by taking a step backwards or by 
remaining in the same position.

2. Begin by asking for all of the cisgendered men in the group to take one step forward. Now 
ask for anyone who is gender-nonconforming to take one step backwards. Ask people to 
look around and consider their position in relation to the rest of the group. >>
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CATEGORy 3 
GENDER and pOLITICS

3. Resume making instructions. These must be based on structural inequality (the point is to 
highlight the different opportunities and privileges afforded to certain groups of people). 
Some command examples are provided below:
Q Take a step forward if you have white skin.
Q Take a step backwards if you do not have white skin.
Q Take a step forward if your gender identity aligns with your biological sex.
Q Take a step backwards if you identify as gender-nonconforming.
Q Take a step forward if you have a full-time job.
Q Take a step backwards if you do not have a full-time job
Q Take a step forward if you have been to university.
Q Take a step backwards if you have not been to university.
Q Take a step forward if you live near to a hospital or clinic.
Q Take a step backwards if you do not live near to a hospital or clinic.
Q Take a step forward if you have never experienced bullying or violence.
Q Take a step backwards if you have ever experienced bullying or violence.

 Continue with the commands until participants are scattered in different positions.
4. Ask participants to again look around the room and consider their position in relation to 

the rest of the group. 
5. Facilitate a group discussion based on the activity. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What does your position in the room represent?
Q What does it feel like to be at the front or the back of the group?
Q What patterns to do you seen in how people are now positioned?
Q How has structural inequality impacted on your own life, and is this reflected in how 

you are now positioned?
Q How might structural inequality be replicated in queer communities?

6. Conclude by summarising the key learnings of the activity. 
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LIVING SCULpTURES

CLASSIFICATION: DRAMA 

DESCRIPTION: 
This session asks participants to create living statues based on a series of word prompts.

AIM: To identify and work through common stereotypes.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Identify and interrogate common stereotypes
Q Think critically about issues of representation
Q Analyse and discuss physical representations 
Q Understand key terms associated with sexual orientation and gender identity.

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 1 hour

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session is a fun way to introduce the concepts explored in the ‘Gingerbread People’ 
session. 

 If facilitating a large group (twenty or more people), you may need to split participants into 
two groups. One of these groups can act as ‘gallery visitors’ who can view and comment on the 
sculptures. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Split the group into pairs: one person is to be the sculptor and the other person is to be 

the ‘clay’. These roles will be reversed and so each participant will get a go at being the 
sculptor.  Explain that the sculptor is going to mould the clay to represent a variety of 
images. The clay must be supple and flexible, and must allow the sculptor to mould it. The 
clay cannot speak or be told what to do – it is up to the sculptor to use their hands to shape 
the clay. Once the sculptor is finished, the clay ‘dries out’ and becomes a solid sculpture.

2. Instruct the sculptors to mould their clay into a statue representing ‘woman’. The sculptors 
have two minutes to create their statue. Remind participants that the statues must stay 
perfectly still once they have been finalised. 

3. Invite the sculptors to walk around and admire the different statues. Encourage the 
sculptors to shout out words that come to mind as they view the statues. 

4. Ask the sculptors to return to their statue and to swap roles – that is, the sculptor must now 
play the part of the clay. The new sculptor must create a statue representing ‘man’. >>
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5. Invite the sculptors to walk around and admire the different statues. Encourage the 
sculptors to shout out words that come to mind as they view the statues. 

6. Repeat the process (with the pairs constantly changing roles) using other terms relating 
to sexual and gender diversity. These may include ‘lesbian’, ‘gay’, ‘bisexual’, ‘transgender’, 
‘intersex’ or ‘queer’. You may also use words such as ‘lover’, ‘mother’ or ‘husband’.

7. Facilitate a group discussion based on the activity. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Did you notice any stereotypes in these physical representations?
Q Did the statues accurately represent your understandings of these terms?
Q Are there different ways of physically representing these terms?
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GENDER RUNWAyS

CLASSIFICATION: DRAMA 

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session helps participants to unpack the concept of gender. 
1. The first activity reflects on how society rewards those who conform to gender expectations. 
2. The second activity allows participants to explore how community standards may differ 

from their personal understandings.
3. The third activity encourages participants to link these community expectations to social 

inequality.

AIM: To reflect critically on social expectations of gender.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Think critically about how queer youth express their gender 
Q Identify and interrogate social expectations 
Q Understand the link between social expectations and prejudice 
Q Reflect on the ways in which social expectations affect their own lives.

MATERIALS:
Q   Cardboard   Q  Scissors   Q  Tape   Q  Chairs   Q  A selection of pop music   Q  Gendered 
props (such as feminine and masculine items of clothing)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 45 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session is a fun way to introduce the concepts explored in the ‘Gingerbread People’ session. 
If you plan to run these sessions back to back, you may wish to skip the final group discussion 
outlined here. 

 The first activity requires the room to be set up like a fashion show. This is achieved by 
arranging chairs in two rows, with sufficient space in the middle for a runway.

 Before beginning, you will need to make two crowns out of cardboard. These will be presented 
to the ‘king’ and the ‘queen’ at the end of the first activity. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – the catwalk (15 minutes)
1. Break participants into three groups, making sure that there is a gender mix in each group. 

The first group will explore masculine gender expressions; the second group will explore 
feminine gender expressions; the third group will act as the audience/judges.

2. The first group is to ‘model’ masculinity. Encourage the group members to think about how 
masculinity is presented and understood in their community. Participants may use any of 
the available props. >>
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3. The second group is to ‘model’ femininity. Encourage the group members to think about 
how femininity is presented and understood in their community. Participants may use any 
of the available props. 

4. One both groups have finished modelling, ask the judges to crown the king and the 
queen. This decision should be based on how the participants performed masculinity or 
femininity, rather than on their physical bodies or regular gender expressions. 

5. Facilitate a brief discussion about the judges’ decisions.
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What criteria were used to select the king and the queen?
Q What behaviours are seen as most masculine and most feminine?
Q Did clothing, hairstyle and bodily movements impact on the final decisions? 

Part 2 – ranking gender (15 minutes)
1. Ask all the gender models to stand in a line. Invite the judges to rearrange the group from 

most feminine (far left) to most masculine (far right). The final arrangement should reflect 
SOCIAL ExPECTATIONS within their community.

2. Ask the judges to rearrange the line – again from most feminine (far left) to most masculine 
(far right) – but this time according to their PERSONAL UNDERSTANDINGS. 

3. The questions below can be used to reflect on these arrangements:
Q Were there any differences between the two lines?
Q Were there any disagreements among the judges?
Q Why might the broader community hold different values about gender to the workshop 

group?
Q Who in society determines what is masculine and what is feminine? 
Q Is masculinity and femininity necessarily tied to a person’s body – for instance, can a 

female-bodied person be masculine, and vice versa?

Part 3 – group discussion (15 minutes)
1. Facilitate a group discussion on how gender and sexual orientation are regulated by society. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How do we learn these social expectations about gender and sexual orientation? 
Q What are some of the institutions that teach us how men and women ‘should’ behave?
Q How does society treat those who do not perform their gender in the expected way?
Q Do we replicate these expectations and values within our own queer communities?
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GINGERbREAD pEOpLE

CLASSIFICATION: ART 

DESCRIPTION: 
This four-part session explores how bodies are politicised and policed.
1. The first activity unpacks social expectations that are present in participants’ own communities.
2. The second activity introduces and interrogates the concept of a binary.
3. The third activity links binaries to systems of inequality and identifies social institutions 

that uphold these systems.
4. The fourth activity turns the discussion back onto the participants themselves, allowing 

them to think critically about their own experiences and identities.

AIM: To reflect on social expectations about sex, gender and sexual orientation, and on how 
these expectations are regulated and enforced. 

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Differentiate between the terms ‘sex’, ‘gender’ and ‘sexual orientation’
Q Link social expectations about sex, gender and sexual orientation to oppression
Q Articulate how social injustice manifests in their social context
Q Name different institutions that uphold systems of inequality.

MATERIALS:
Q   Flipchart   Q  A3 paper or cardboard   Q  Markers   Q  Pens   Q  Crayons   Q  Colour pencils 
(optional)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 2 hours 

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
It is recommended that facilitators read Chapter 3 before 
attempting this session. There you will find an explanation 
of the key concepts and a visual representation of the 
triangle diagram used in this session (see page 17). 

The discussion part of this session should not be 
rushed; it is crucial that participants understand the key 
concepts before moving on to more difficult activities. For 
this reason, it is recommended that this session is used 
with every new group.

Do not forget to draw the gingerbread people outlines 
before starting the session. An example of this has been 
provided on page 63.

An example of the flipchart list that is developed 
during the group discussion has also been provided  
(see page 64). >>
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – art process (45 minutes)
1. Break participants 

into groups of four. 
Provide each group 
with an outline of a 
gingerbread person. 

  Half of the groups 
should use the outline 
to represent the ‘ideal 
man’ and the other 
half to represent the 
‘ideal woman’. Explain 
to participants that 
they are being asked 
to represent a social 
ideal – in other words, 
how society expects 
a man or a woman to 
dress, act and think 
– rather than their 
personal opinions.

2. Instruct participants 
to draw in all aspects 
of this ideal person, 
including their 
physical features and 
clothing. Participants 
should use symbolic 
imagery to represent the behaviours and beliefs of their ideal person (for instance, their 
occupation, family life, pastimes, religious practices and so on).

 The questions below can be used to facilitate this process:
Q How would your parents/pastor/teacher describe the ideal man/woman?
Q What physical characteristics does this ideal person have? 
Q What are the common behaviours of this ideal person?
Q What emotional qualities are associated with this ideal person?
Q How do religion, culture and tradition shape this ideal person? 
Q Are these ideals different in different places? Do people who live in a city have different 

expectations about the ideal man/woman than people who live in a village? >>
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3. Ask participants to create a character for their ideal man or ideal women. This should 
include the person’s name, where they live and their occupation.

4. Invite each group to present their work. Facilitators should record the descriptions 
provided on the flipchart. The qualities associated with the ideal man should be listed in 
one column and the qualities associated with the ideal woman in another column. 

 The questions below can be used to encourage deeper reflection:
Q What physical features does the ideal man/woman have?
Q What sort of clothing is worn by the ideal man/woman?
Q Should the ideal woman have children – if so, how many? And is she married or single? 

What about the ideal man?
Q Should the ideal man have multiple sexual partners before marriage? What about the 

ideal woman?
Q Does the ideal woman go to church? What about the ideal man?
Q Do the ideal man and the ideal woman engage in the same pastimes? 
Q Is the ideal man/woman rich or poor? 
Q What is the sexual 

orientation of the ideal 
man/woman? 

5. Ask participants to analyse 
the lists that have been 
created. 

 The questions below 
can be used to guide the 
conversation:
Q How would you describe 

these two lists? How do 
they make you feel?

Q What similarities and 
differences do you see?

Q Does society expect the 
same things from men 
and from women?

Q What do the lists tell 
us about how society 
differently values men 
and women?

Q Based on these lists, who 
would you say has more 
power in society – men 
or women? >>
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Part 2 – group discussion (30 minutes)
1. The next part of the session introduces the concept of binaries. The discussion looks at 

three specific binaries: the sex binary, the gender binary and the sexual orientation binary. 
Each step of this discussion has been outlined separately below. 

  Facilitators must record the characteristics and qualities identified for each binary on a 
flipchart divided into two columns (representing the two halves of the binary). 

2. Use the question below to sketch out the SEX BINARY: 
Q What are the essential biological elements of males and of females? (For example, a 

penis, testes and testosterone for males; a vagina, uterus and oestrogen for females.)
Q What physical features are associated with males and with females? (For example, body 

hair and muscles for males; soft skin and hips for females.) 
 Record the main points on the flipchart. In the left-hand column, list the physical 

characteristics associated with males; in the right-hand column, list the physical 
characteristics associated with females. 

 Introduce complications to the binary by asking participants how the following 
people would be categorised:
Q Intersex people (those whose sexual anatomy does not align with traditional 

assumptions about males and females) 
Q Transsexual people (those who choose to change their physical bodies through surgery) 
Q Those with ‘irregular’ secondary sexual characteristics (for instance, hairless men and 

muscular women). 
 Use the questions below to highlight the limitations of the sex binary:

Q Can a woman who has had a hysterectomy still be considered a woman? 
Q Can a man who cannot produce sperm still be considered a man?

3. Use the question below to sketch out the GENDER BINARY: 
Q What behaviours are ‘appropriate’ for men and ‘appropriate’ for women?
Q What emotional qualities are associated with men and with women?
Q What are the different roles men and women are expected to play – in society, in 

families, in social situations? 
 Record the main points on the flipchart. In the left-hand column, list the characteristics and 

behaviours associated with masculinity; in the right-hand column, list the characteristics 
and behaviours associated with femininity. 

 Use the questions below to highlight the limitations of the gender binary:
Q Do you match this description of being ‘masculine’ or ‘feminine’? 
Q Is it possible to fit perfectly into one of these two categories?
Q Is it good to have a mix of masculine and feminine qualities? Why?
Q Where do transgender people sit in this binary? >>
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4. Use the question below to sketch out the SEXUAL ORIENTATION BINARY: 
Q What qualities are associated with being straight or with being queer?

 Record the main points on the flipchart. In the left-hand column, list the characteristics 
associated with being straight; in the right-hand column, list the characteristics associated 
with being queer. 

 Use the questions below to highlight the limitations of the sexual orientation binary:
Q How do you feel about stereotypes associated with queer people? 
Q Do all people fit perfectly into these categories? 
Q Do these characteristics reflect who we really are as queer people?
Q Is this an accurate representation of straight people?
Q What happens if a person’s sexual orientation changes over time? 

5. Ask participants to look back over the lists that have been created and to identify which 
parts of the binaries have the most access to power. 

 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:
Q Which are more valued by society – masculine qualities or feminine qualities? 
Q How does society treat those who do not fit nicely into these categories – for example, 

feminine men or masculine women? 
Q Are queer people treated the same as straight people?
Q Do these binaries adequately explain the world we live in?

6. Finish by asking participants to list other social binaries – for example, those based on 
race (black/white), class (rich/poor), education (literate/illiterate), health (HIV+/HIV-) and 
nationality (citizen/alien) – and to identify which parts of these binaries are associated with 
greater access to power. 

Part 3 – structures of inequality (30 minutes)
1. The next part of the session introduces a political framework for analysing social inequality. 

The discussion should be linked explicitly to the binaries explored above.
2. Draw a pyramid on the flipchart (see page 17). Explain to the group that the apex 

represents those with the most power in society and the base represents those with the 
least power. 

3. Use the questions below to sketch out how power is unequally divided in society: 
Q Who holds the most power in society? 
Q Who holds the least power in society? 

 Encourage participants to build a complete profile of these groups by referring to the list 
of binaries. Facilitators may need to ask probing questions – for instance, are those with 
the most power male or female, straight or queer, rich or poor, HIV- or HIV+, literate or 
illiterate? Update the pyramid based on participants’ responses.

4. Explain that a number of institutions play a role in creating the unequal distribution of 
power represented by the pyramid. If participants are unsure of the meaning of ‘institution’, 
provide a few examples (governments, schools, churches, families and so on). >>
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5. Ask participants to identify institutions that uphold these systems of inequality. 
 The questions below can be used to guide this discussion:

Q Who teaches us what is ‘right’ and ‘wrong’ in relation to sex, gender and sexual orientation? 
Q What are some institutions that reward or punish people for doing the ‘wrong’ thing? 
Q How do religion, culture and tradition reinforce or challenge these systems of inequality?
Q Why might it benefit some institutions to maintain social inequality? 

 List the institutions identified by participants on the diagram. 

Part 4 – group reflection (15 minutes)
1. Close the session with a recap on binaries and inequality. 

The questions below can be used to guide the discussion:
Q What are the limitations of using binaries to categorise people?
Q How do these binaries make you feel?
Q How might queer people replicate these forms of inequality in our relationships and in 

our communities? 
Q How can we challenge systems of inequality?
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bODy STORIES

CLASSIFICATION: WRITING  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session uses creative writing to reflect on the politicisation of bodies and to 
build pride in queer identities.
1. The first activity looks at how we use our bodies to communicate in day-to-day life.
2. The second activity uses a multipart writing prompt to explore the (possibly hidden) stories 

of our bodies. 
3. The third activity invites participants to think about different ways people can resist social 

expectations.

AIM: To explore how society pressures people to look, behave and identify in heteronormative ways. 

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Create powerful advocacy materials
Q Understand how bodies are used to tell ‘stories’
Q Identify and respond to stereotypes about gender and sexuality
Q Reflect on ways that activists can challenge or subvert heteronormative expectations.

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart   Q  Paper   Q  Markers   Q  Pens

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 2 hours 30 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
 This exercise uses a complex writing prompt that should be written on the flipchart prior to the 
workshop. Participants will need to refer to the prompt during the writing process, so be sure 
to display it somewhere visible. It is important to stress that the writing prompt is intended to 
inspire self-reflection and so participants are not required to answer each individual question. 

 It is recommended that facilitators precede this session with the ‘Human Mirrors’ warm-up 
game (see page 42), as this will help participants to become aware of their bodies. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – self-reflection (15 minutes)
1. Participants stand in a circle. Going around the circle in a clockwise direction, each 

participant must explain the ‘story’ that their clothes tell about them. 
2. Ask the group to reflect on the stories that were shared. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Did any of the stories stand out for you?
Q Were there any similarities?
Q Apart from our clothes, how else do we tell stories with our bodies? (Does the way we 

walk or sit or laugh tell a story about who we are?) >>
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Part 2 – writing process (2 hours)
1. Ask participants to return to their seats. Read out loud the writing prompt below (this 

should be written up on the flipchart before the session begins). 
Q  Think carefully about the different parts of your body. What does each of these parts 

do? What does it feel like to move them? What are some of the things they touch? 
Q How do you express yourself through your different body parts? 
Q  What memories – both positive and negative – do these different body parts inspire? 

Do certain body parts remind you of other people, of places you have been, or of issues 
that are important to you? 

Q  Does your body feel different in different spaces? How do you move through these spaces? 
Q  Do any parts of your body make you feel proud, or happy, or sad, or excited, or 

comforted? 
Q  Has anyone ever tried to control your body, perhaps by instructing you to dress, act or 

behave differently? 
 Allow participants some time to talk through these questions with the person sitting next 

to them.
2. Participants have thirty minutes to write a short piece inspired by their reflections. This 

piece should begin with the words ‘My body is powerful because …’   If participants have a 
camera or smartphone, they may take a photo to accompany the story. 

3. Participants have fifteen minutes to read over and revise their piece. 
4. Ask each participant to read the story they wrote out loud. Remind participants to listen 

carefully so that they can provide feedback.
 The questions below can be used to guide the feedback process:

Q How did this story make you feel?
Q Was there anything that you were unsure or confused about?
Q How could this piece be improved?
Q What would you like to hear more about?

5. Give participants fifteen minutes to make any changes to their story based on the feedback 
received.

6. Ask each participant to read their revised story out loud. 

Part 3 – group discussion (15 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the writing task. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Why is it important for us to love and respect all types of bodies?
Q How does it make you feel when people are made fun of or attacked because of how 

they dress, act or talk?
Q What are some ways that we can challenge expectations about ‘male’ and ‘female’ 

bodies?
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CATEGORy 4 
SURFACING pERSONAL NARRATIVES

bODy-MAppING

CLASSIFICATION: ART 

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session uses a facilitated art process to explore issues relating to gender and 
sexual orientation. 
1. The first activity helps the group to become embodied. It allows participants to develop a 

sense of consciousness about how their bodies feel and how they use their bodies. 
2. The second activity helps participants to reflect on and map their personal journeys. 
3. The third activity allows the group to identify and unpack similarities in their experiences.

AIM: To visually represent personal narratives about gender and sexual orientation.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Think critically about gender and sexual orientation 
Q Reflect on how they understand and express their own gender 
Q Identify and work through personal challenges 
Q Create striking visual advocacy products 
Q Represent their personal experiences using symbolism and imagery.

MATERIALS:
Q  Large sheets of thick cardboard   Q  Markers (multiple colours)   Q  Crayons (multiple 
colours)   Q  Pencils (multiple colours)   Q  Diluted food colouring (multiple colours)    
Q  Paint brushes   Q  White candles (optional)   Q  Acrylic paint (optional)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 4 hours

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session assumes that participants understand the 
difference between sex, gender and sexual orientation. 
For this reason, it is recommended that facilitators run the 
‘Gingerbread People’ session prior to this one. 

Full-size body-maps require a substantial amount of 
cardboard. If you do not have enough cardboard, or if you 
would like to do a shorter version of this activity, then you 
can do half-size body-maps (or even maps of individual 
body parts). >>
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CATEGORy 4 
SURFACING pERSONAL NARRATIVES

Be sure to dilute the food colouring in water before starting the workshop. It is important 
to pre-make a large quantity of each colour. Other decorative techniques can be used if extra 
materials are available. 

 If holding this session indoors, it is recommended that you cover the floor with newspapers 
or garbage bags. Diluted food colouring can be removed from some surfaces, but it is better 
not to take any chances.

Body-mapping is an intensive, emotional process and so it is very important that participants 
are given ample time to complete the process. The guided meditation at the start of the session 
will help focus participants’ attention on their bodies, while also making them feel relaxed and safe. 
Ensure that the room is quiet and free from distractions during this part of the session. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – guided meditation (20 minutes)
1. Provide each participant with a large piece of 

cardboard. 
2. Instruct participants to sit or lie on top of the 

cardboard in a comfortable position. Ask them 
to close their eyes and take a couple of deep 
breaths. This will calm their bodies and minds. 

3. Take participants through a guided meditation 
focused on the body. This should be a gentle 
process that allows plenty of time for personal 
reflection.

 The questions below can be used to 
facilitate this process:
Q Think about each part of your body in turn, 

starting at your feet and working up to 
your head.

Q What are your favourite body parts? Are 
there any parts that you do not like?

Q What memories do these body parts 
inspire?

Q What struggles has your body been 
through?

Q How do you use your body to express your 
personality and identity? 

Q What expectations does society have about your body?
Q How do other people respond to your body?

 Allow a few minutes for participants to silently reflect on their bodies. 
4. When participants are ready, they may slowly open their eyes. >>
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Part 2 – art process (3 hours)
1. Participants must make two outlines of their body on their piece of cardboard. The two 

outlines will represent different things:
Q Outline 1 will represent social expectations of the body/gender/sexual orientation. 
Q Outline 2 will represent personal understandings of the body/gender/sexual orientation.

 The outlines are done in pairs, with one person tracing around the other person’s body with 
a permanent marker. Both outlines are made on the same side of the cardboard. 

  The person who is being outlined can choose the positions they are drawn in, as well as 
whether their two outlines will overlap, intersect or not touch. A different colour must be 
used for each outline. 

2. Working individually, participants are to draw their PHYSICAL FEATURES onto their outlines. 
As well as their obvious physical features, such as their eyes and nose, participants may 
wish to draw in things like body hair, fingernails, scars and tattoos. The physical features 
should make each person’s body-map recognisable as their own.

3. Participants must then draw in their SEx. Participants can represent this aspect literally or 
symbolically, and can make use of any available materials.

4. Participants must then draw in their GENDER. Participants can represent this aspect literally 
or symbolically, and can make use of any available materials.

5. Participants must then draw in their SExUAL ORIENTATION. Participants can represent this 
aspect literally or symbolically, and can make use of any available materials.

6. Instruct participants to add objects and symbols that represent important personal 
characteristics and/or significant experiences. 

 The questions below can be used to facilitate this process:
Q How does your body experience pleasure and pain?
Q What are your greatest challenges and greatest achievements?
Q Which aspects of your body are seen and which aspects are hidden?
Q What journeys – both literal and figurative – has your body been on?

 Encourage participants to develop unique imagery that represents their personal experiences 
(rather than relying on generic symbols). >>
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7. Once participants have finished adding their imagery, they must apply a colour wash using 
the diluted food colouring. Remind participants that colours can also be symbolic and so 
they should think carefully about how they apply the colour wash.

8. Allow the body-maps to dry, preferably in direct sunlight. While this is happening, ask 
participants to walk around and look at the different body-maps that have been created. 

9. After the colour wash has dried, ask each participant to talk through the ‘story’ of their body-
map with the rest of the group. Encourage the other participants to provide feedback. 

 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:
Q What do you see?
Q What images stand out most for you?
Q What messages do you get from this body-map? 

Part 3 – group discussion (40 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the body-mapping 

process. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How did this exercise make you feel?
Q Did you notice any similarities in the experiences represented?
Q What sort of images and messages were used in the body-maps? Were they effective? 

How could we improve on these?
Q What do the body-maps tell us about social expectations of gender and sexual 

orientation?
Q What do the body-maps tell us about inequality and discrimination?
Q In what ways have people in this group shown resilience?
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WRITING RESILIENCE

CLASSIFICATION: WRITING  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session reflects on experiences of oppression and discrimination. 
1. The first activity focuses participants’ minds on the strength they display in their  

day-to-day lives.
2. The second activity uses writing to reflect on resilience, power and pride.
3. The third activity uses the personal narratives that have been created to foster a sense of 

community.

AIM: To identify ways in which oppression can be resisted.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Create powerful advocacy materials based on real-life experiences
Q Use writing to reflect on social inequality and challenge stereotypes 
Q Identify ways in which oppression can be resisted
Q Provide constructive feedback on written products.

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart   Q  Paper   Q  Markers   Q  Pens

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 2 hours

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
Participants may be unfamiliar with the word ‘resilience’ and so it would be useful to prepare an 
appropriate definition prior to the workshop. Alternatively, you could encourage the group to 
develop its own definition. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – introduction (15 minutes)
1. Participants stand in a circle. Going around the circle in a clockwise direction, each person 

is to complete the phrase ‘I am strongest when …’   Before starting, remind participants that 
strength can take many forms (emotional, mental, physical and so on). 

2. Ask the group to reflect on the statements that were shared. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Did any of the responses stand out for you?
Q Were there any similarities in the responses?
Q What do these statements tell us about strength? >>
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Part 2 – writing process (1 hour 30 minutes)
1. Ask participants to return to their seats. 

Share the following writing prompt with the 
group: ‘My story of resilience …’ 

Encourage the group to discuss what 
‘resilience’ means to them.

2. Participants have thirty minutes to write 
a short piece inspired by the prompt. If 
participants have a camera or smartphone, 
they may take a photo to accompany the 
story. 

3. Participants have fifteen minutes to read 
over and edit their piece. 

4. Ask each participant to read the story they wrote out loud. Remind the other participants 
to listen carefully so that they can provide feedback.

 The questions below can be used to facilitate this process:
Q How did this story make you feel?
Q Was there anything that you were unsure or confused about?
Q How could this piece be improved?
Q What would you like to hear more about?

5. Give participants fifteen minutes to rework their story based on the feedback received. 

Part 3 – group discussion (15 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the writing task.
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Why is it important for us to acknowledge our strengths?
Q How might these stories help us to feel pride in our lives and experiences?
Q Have your relationships with other group members changed since sharing these 

stories?
2. Ask participants to hold hands with the people on either side of them. Instruct everyone to 

gently lean backwards without letting go of each other’s hands. People should lean back as 
far as comfortable.

 Ask the questions below while the group is leaning backwards:
Q Why is no one in the group falling?
Q Are we stronger as individuals or as collectives? Why? 

3. Instruct the group to stand up straight and let go of each other’s hands. 
 Use the questions below to reflect on the session’s key points:

Q Why is it important that we celebrate our strengths?
Q How might these stories help other queer people?
Q Would sharing these stories challenge negative perceptions of queer people?
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CATEGORy 5 
REhEARSING ChANGE

pERFORMING pERSpECTIVES

CLASSIFICATION: DRAMA  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session uses drama to unpack an identified challenge.
1. The first activity helps participants to become aware of their physical bodies. 
2. The second activity gives participants a chance to better understand the events being 

represented. 
3. The third activity asks participants to analyse the role-plays using a problem-audience-

message framework.

AIM: To highlight the importance of audience analysis when developing an advocacy campaign.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Reflect on how inequality is experienced
Q Understand the importance of audience analysis
Q Recognise how different values and opinions can fuel discrimination 
Q Think about different ways in which homophobia and transphobia manifest.

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart   Q  Markers   Q  Role-play props (various)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 1 hour 30 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session is a great introduction to the basic components of an advocacy campaign, as it 
challenges participants to analyse oppression using a problem-audience-message framework. 
It helps participants to unpack how different people may understand a problem and how to 
formulate responses based on this analysis. 

Having props available will help participants to get into character, while also making the 
activity more fun. Think carefully about props that might be appropriate, and be sure to bring 
enough for each group. >>
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CATEGORy 5 
REhEARSING ChANGE

The main drama activity works best if it is based on challenges identified in earlier sessions. 
The role-plays will allow participants to explore these challenges in more detail and to identify 
possible responses. 

 The role-play scenarios must be developed prior to the session. These should be based on 
a moment of action rather than on a general idea. Religion, culture, school and family are all 
good themes on which to base the role-plays. An example scenario has been included below:

Katlego is on the school bus. His classmates think he is too effeminate and start to tease him. 
They call him names and bully him. The bus driver tries to find out what is happening, but 
does not offer support to Katlego.
Note that this workshop is similar to ‘Acting Change’. While both workshops use a similar 

method, they are different in focus: the current workshop helps participants to understand the 
concepts of messaging and perspective, while ‘Acting Change’ helps participants to develop 
responses to an oppressive scenario. It is recommended that you choose the more appropriate 
of these two workshops for your group, rather than trying to use both methods.>>
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – warm-up (15 minutes)
1. Begin the workshop with a warm-up or energiser game. It is recommended that facilitators 

choose an exercise that requires participants to use their bodies. 
2. Facilitate a short discussion on some of the challenges explored in the game.

Part 2 – drama process (45 minutes)
1. Break participants into small groups and allocate each group a role-play scenario. Share 

with participants the available props. Participants have five minutes to cast and prepare 
their role-play.

2. Each group must perform its role-play for the other participants.
3. After each performance, invite the audience to interview the characters (the actors 

must stay in character for this part of the exercise). The audience should use this as an 
opportunity to deepen their understanding of the scenario by probing the characters’ 
motivations and actions.

4. Encourage participants to deepen their analysis by asking the questions below:
Q What is the issue/problem? 
Q Who is most affected? 
Q What would you do if you were the affected person? 
Q What would you do or say if you had the power to change this situation?

5. Conclude this part of the workshop by asking participants to stand in a circle and ‘shake off ’ 
their characters. This is achieved by shaking each body part in turn – for instance, the left 
arm, the right arm, the left leg, the right leg and so on.

Part 3 – group reflection (30 minutes)
1. Facilitate a group discussion that reflects on the problems explored in the role-plays. Use 

the questions below to focus the discussion, and record the main points on a flipchart. 
Q PROBLEM: What was the problem in each scenario? 
Q AUDIENCE: Who has the power to change the scenario?
Q MESSAGE: What would you say to this person/group of people if you had the 

opportunity to do so?
 This discussion should help participants to identify possible responses to the challenges 

explored in the role-plays.
2. End the discussion by posing the following questions:

Q Why is it important to think about your audience when responding to a problem?
Q How might different audiences change the approach you use?
Q Does the same message work for every audience and every scenario? 
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MOCK TRIAL

CLASSIFICATION: DRAMA  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session unpacks some of the debates about queerness taking place  
in Southern Africa.
1. The first activity enrols the participants in their characters, thus allowing them to make 

clear and conscious choices during the drama. 
2. The second activity allows participants to identify, examine and counter homophobic and 

transphobic narratives.
3. The third activity links the concepts explored in the drama back to inequality in the 

participants’ own context.

AIM: To develop responses to common homophobic and transphobic narratives.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Better understand how homophobia and transphobia play out in their context
Q Think critically about debates regarding sexual and gender diversity 
Q Develop counter-narratives in response to injustice.

MATERIALS:
Q A3 paper   Q  Markers

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 1 hour

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
Facilitators need to develop an 
appropriate legal scenario prior 
to this session. The best scenarios 
are based on challenges identified 
by participants in earlier sessions. 
The scenario should be presented 
as a conflict between two parties: 
a defendant (the person on trial) 
and a plaintiff (the person who 
has accused the defendant of 
wrongdoing).

While this activity draws on 
real-world challenges, it should not be based wholly on the experiences of participants. This 
activity should instead focus on exploring homophobic and transphobic narratives in the 
Southern African context, and how these play out in relation to culture, tradition and the 
criminal justice system. 

To save time, set up the ‘courtroom’ while participants are brainstorming their arguments. >>
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – character enrolment (25 minutes)
1. Select a participant to act as the judge. Be careful to select someone who can fulfil the role 

with confidence.
2. Divide the rest of the participants into two groups. 

Q The first group must select a person to play the role of defendant and another person 
to play the defendant’s lawyer. 

Q The second group must select a person to play the role of plaintiff and another person 
to play the plaintiff ’s lawyer. 

 The remaining participants are to act as witnesses at the trial. Those in the first group are 
in court to support the defendant; those in the second group are in court to support the 
plaintiff. 

3. Share the scenario with both groups and allow them sufficient time to ‘research’ the case. 
Participants should brainstorm how their characters might behave in such a situation and 
develop their legal arguments based on these reflections. Participants may wish to make 
notes on a piece of flipchart paper.

Part 2 – the trial (15 minutes)
1. Set up the venue so that it resembles a courtroom. Be sure to have a special chair for the 

judge, and to clearly indicate which is the defendant’s side of the room and which is the 
plaintiff ’s side.

2. The plaintiff ’s lawyer has five minutes to put forward their argument. The defendant’s 
lawyer then has five minutes to put forward their response. After each side has stated its 
case, the judge can ask questions to clarify the matter. 

3. Allow for some debate between the two sides, with each asking and responding to 
questions.

4. The judge must now make a decision based on the arguments that have been presented. 
Those participants who are observing the trial may wish to share their impressions of the 
judgement.

5. Conclude this part of the workshop by asking participants to stand in a circle and ‘shake off ’ 
their characters. This is achieved by shaking each body part in turn – for instance, the left 
arm, the right arm, the left leg, the right leg and so on.

Part 3 – group reflection (20 minutes)
1. Facilitate a discussion about the activity using the questions below:

Q What homophobic or transphobic narratives were present during the trial?
Q What other homophobic or transphobic narratives you have heard?
Q Where do these narratives come from, and why are they so powerful?
Q How might we challenge these narratives?
Q Are there any counter-narratives?
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REWRITING STEREOTypES

CLASSIFICATION: WRITING  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session uses a structured writing process to challenge common stereotypes. 
1. The first activity encourages participants to consider different types of stereotypes and the 

damaging effects these can have on individuals and communities.
2. The second activity uses writing to examine personal experiences of discrimination.
3. The third activity asks participants to identify other ways in which stereotypes can be resisted.

AIM: To ‘write back’ to common stereotypes.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Create powerful advocacy materials based on real-life experiences
Q Think through and respond to stereotypes 
Q Reflect on different forms of inequality
Q Identify ways in which oppression can be resisted
Q Provide constructive feedback on written products. 

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart  Q  Paper  Q  Markers  Q  Pens

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 2 hours 30 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session begins by defining ‘stereotype’, ‘stigma’ and ‘hate speech’ and so it is important 
that facilitators are comfortable explaining these terms. You will also need to decide before the 
session which identity categories to use for the first activity. 

The writing process draws heavily on participants’ personal experiences and so it is important 
to watch closely for any signs of distress or trauma. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – introduction and reflection (30 minutes)
1. Begin by asking the group to collectively define the terms ‘stereotype’, ‘stigma’ and ‘hate 

speech’. Write these definitions on the flipchart.
2. Split participants into pairs and provide each group with a piece of flipchart paper. Each 

piece of paper should have a different identity category written at the top (for example, 
queer people, women, migrants, people with a disability, unemployed people, Muslims/
Christians/Hindus and so on). 

3. Each pair has two minutes to list stereotypes – both positive and negative – associated 
with the identity category they were allocated.

4. The papers are then swapped among the pairs and the process repeated. Continue this 
until all groups have added to each list. 

5. Ask each group to read out loud the list they finished on. >>
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6. Facilitate a discussion about the stereotypes that were listed. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How do these stereotypes make you feel?
Q Do you notice any similarities or differences among the stereotypes listed? 
Q Where have you seen or heard these stereotypes? 
Q How might these stereotypes cause someone to act unfairly towards another person?
Q Is it acceptable to make assumptions about people? 

Part 2 – writing process (1 hour 30 minutes)
1. Instruct participants to think about a time they experienced or witnessed discrimination 

because of a stereotype. 
 The questions below can be used to facilitate this process:

Q Do you remember a time when you were victimised because of your sexual orientation 
or gender identity/expression? (If participants are having trouble remembering an 
incident, they can think of a time they were victimised because of their race, home 
language, body type or socio-economic status.)

Q How do you feel when you think about this experience?
Q Were there any witnesses? What did these people do?

 Participants can spend five minutes sharing their memories in pairs or small groups.
2. Participants have fifteen minutes to write a short piece based on their memory of the 

incident. 
3. Ask each participant to read their piece out loud. Remind the others in the group to listen 

carefully so that they can provide feedback. >>
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4. Facilitate a group discussion based on the work that has been shared. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What stereotypes did you hear?
Q Did you notice any similarities or patterns?
Q Why might people act in these ways?

5. Participants have thirty minutes to write a new piece based on how it feels to be victimised 
because of a stereotype. This is an opportunity for participants to explain why stereotypes 
are untrue and hurtful, and to argue in favour of diversity and inclusion.  Participants may 
wish to address their piece to a specific person (for instance, a bully or family member). 

6. Ask participants to read their new piece out loud.
7. Facilitate a group discussion based on the work that has been shared. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What did it feel like to write back to these experiences of discrimination?
Q How did it feel to hear the stories of the rest of the group?

Part 3 – group discussion (30 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the writing task. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Have these stories inspired you to rethink any stereotypes?
Q Can sharing our experiences help to challenge misconceptions about queer people?
Q Why is it important for us to fight against stereotypes?
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CATEGORy 6 
ADVOCACy and MESSAGING

VISUAL ADVOCACy CONCEpTS

CLASSIFICATION: ART  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session introduces the basics of visual activism.
1. The first activity allows participants to share their existing knowledge in relation to 

messaging and visual imagery.
2. The second activity challenges participants to develop a visual concept based on a 

problem they have identified. 
3. The third activity deepens participants’ engagement with the fundamentals of visual advocacy. 

AIM: To introduce participants to the basics of visual advocacy.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Understand key terms related to visual advocacy
Q Identify and analyse target audiences
Q Develop advocacy messages and materials
Q Assess the effectiveness of a visual advocacy concept.

MATERIALS:
Q  Flipchart   Q  A3 paper   Q  Markers   Q  Colour pencils   
Q  Crayons   Q  Charcoal

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 2 hours

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This workshop builds on the skills developed in the 
‘Gingerbread People’, ‘Body-Mapping’ and ‘Performing 
Perspectives’ sessions. If you have used any of these with 
your group, then you should begin the current session with 
a recap. Encourage participants to recall the challenges they identified in these earlier sessions, 
as these can be used as the basis for the visual concepts developed here.

The initial brainstorming activity will help participants to think deeply about the key 
concepts underpinning this workshop: ‘problem’, ‘audience’, ‘message’ and ‘visuals’. If these 
concepts have been previously explored with your group, then you may wish to reduce or 
leave out the brainstorming session. >>
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CATEGORy 6 
ADVOCACy and MESSAGING

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – brainstorming (30 minutes)
1. Ask participants to name as many ad campaigns, logos or slogans as they can. List the 

responses on the flipchart.
2. Use the questions below to analyse the list that has been developed:

Q Why do you think these have stuck in your mind?
Q What are these campaigns trying to say?
Q What makes for a good message – be it spoken, visual or written?
Q What makes for a bad message – be it spoken, visual or written?
Q Do these campaigns target specific people?

 Record participants’ comments on the flipchart and display the list in a visible location.

Part 2 – art process (1 hour)
1. Provide each participant with three pieces of paper. Ask participants to write ‘Problem’ on 

the first sheet, ‘Audiences’ on the second sheet and ‘Messages’ on the third sheet.
2. On the first sheet, participants must list a PROBLEM they would like to respond to using 

visual messaging. This challenge must be based on their experiences as young queer 
people.

3. On the second sheet, participants must list all of the AUDIENCES they might want to target 
in response to this problem. Encourage participants to brainstorm all potential audiences, 
not just the obvious ones. 

4. On the third sheet, participants must list some possible advocacy MESSAGES. These should 
be simple, memorable statements that relate to the problem identified. 

5. Instruct participants to select one of these messages to develop into a visual concept and 
one or two audiences to target.  

 Participants must then come up with three visual concepts based on their chosen 
message and their target audience(s). The visual concepts can be drawn on the back of the 
flipchart paper. 

6. Divide participants into pairs. Each participant is to share with their partner their favourite 
visual concept. The concept is to be shown without a verbal explanation from the artist, 
and should be critiqued by the viewer.

 The questions below can be used to guide the critiquing process: 
Q What does this image say to you?
Q What does it make you feel?
Q How can it be improved?

7. Participants must rework their visual concept based on their partner’s feedback. 
8. Once the visual concepts are finished, display them on a wall. >>
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Part 3 – feedback and discussion (30 minutes)
1. Ask participants to walk around and look at each visual concept. 
 Encourage participants to engage critically with the images by asking the questions 

below:
Q Which images catch your eye?
Q What do they say to you?
Q Who are the potential audiences?
Q How could they be strengthened?
Q Are there any different images that might resonate with the chosen audience? 

2. Facilitate a group discussion based on the activity. This discussion should focus on the 
process of developing a visual advocacy concept.

 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:
Q Was it hard to develop images based on your message? Why?
Q What are the benefits of using visual activism?
Q What are some of the challenges of using visual activism?
Q Why do some visual concepts work better than others?
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SMALL STATEMENTS, bIG MESSAGES

CLASSIFICATION: WRITING  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session introduces participants to the concept of messaging. 
1. The first activity uses a famous story format to show how short statements can be as 

evocative and impactful as longer ones.
2. The second activity links the idea of concise messaging to online advocacy. 
3. The third activity reflects the benefits and risks of using messaging as part of a campaign.

AIM: To develop key messages in support of social change.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Recognise the power of strong messaging 
Q Consider how social media can be used to support activism
Q Write impactful social media posts.

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart  Q  Paper  Q  Markers  Q  Pens

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 3 hours

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
Participants do not need to be regular social media users to benefit from this session. However, 
if participants in your group have little knowledge of different social media platforms, it may be 
useful to adapt or remove some of the activities.

If time is an issue, facilitators may wish to use previously developed pieces as the basis of the 
social media posts. Facilitators may also choose to spend more time exploring the similarities and 
differences between social media platforms, and discussing how these various platforms may be 
used to support advocacy campaigns. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – introduction (30 minutes)
1. Write Ernest Hemingway’s famous six-word story on the flipchart:
 For sale: baby shoes; never worn.

 Read the story out loud and then invite participants to share their interpretations. If 
participants have differing opinions, allow a few minutes for these to be discussed and 
debated. Conclude by sharing the intended meaning: it is a story of a couple whose baby 
has passed away – hence the baby shoes having never been worn. 

Share and explain some other examples of this story format:
  They lived happily ever after – separately.
 Saw her smile; crashed my car.
 The last rhino breathes no more. >>
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2. Participants have ten minutes to write their own six-word story. The stories can be serious, 
humorous or silly – it is up to the individual. 

3. After participants have finished, they must add their story to the flipchart. Read out loud 
each story and ask the group to vote on the funniest story, the saddest story and the most 
popular story. 

4. Facilitate a group discussion on the effectiveness of using only a few words to tell a story. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation: 

Q Is it harder or easier to get a message across in only a few words? Why?
Q  Why might advertisers try to come up with jingles or catch phrases? Do these ever stick 

in your mind? 
Q  What works best on social media – short posts or long posts? Why?
Q  When might it be best to use fewer words in our writing? 

5. Ask participants to brainstorm all of the social media platforms they know of (Facebook, 
Twitter, Google+, Instagram, WordPress, YouTube, Tumblr, WhatsApp and so on). 

6. Facilitate a group discussion based on this list. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation: 

Q Do these social media platforms all serve the same purpose?
Q What are the pros and cons of these different social media platforms? 
Q How might these online spaces support online writing campaigns?

 Facilitators should emphasise that social media is good for drawing attention to a campaign, 
rather than as a site for publishing long-form writing. For instance, Facebook posts tend to be 
most effective when they are short and punchy, and so can be used as a way to direct people 
to longer pieces of writing (such as a blog or organisational website). >>
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Part 2 – writing process (1 hour 45 minutes)
1. Share with the group the following writing prompt: ‘If I could change one thing about 

my country …’ (This prompt can be adapted to suit the objective of the workshop – for 
instance, ‘If I could change one thing about my community …’ or ‘If I could change one 
thing about my family …’)

2. Participants have thirty minutes to write a short piece based on the prompt. 
3. Ask participants to read their pieces out loud. 
 Encourage the group to reflect on each piece using the questions below:

Q What was the most important part of this piece?
Q Why might people be interested in reading this piece?
Q Could you summarise this piece in one word?

 Provide time for participants to respond to any concerns or comments.
4. Participants then have fifteen minutes to create one Facebook post (no more than seventy 

words) and one Tweet (no more than 145 characters) based on their piece of writing. 
Neither of the posts should be a summary – rather, they should entice potential readers to 
click on a link to the original piece. 

5. Ask half the group to read their Facebook post and the other half to read their Tweet. 
Encourage participants to reflect on which posts are the most effective, and why this is 
the case.

 
Part 3 – group discussion (45 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the writing task. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What makes you decide to click on social media posts or links? 
Q Why is it important for us, as activists, to use clear and memorable statements?
Q Are there any risks associated with reducing our causes to only a few words?
Q How might the messaging that has been developed today be used for an advocacy 

campaign? 
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CATEGORy 7 
CAMpAIGN-bUILDING

DEVELOpING A VISUAL ADVOCACy CAMpAIGN

CLASSIFICATION: ART  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session allows participants to conceptualise a visual advocacy campaign based 
on their new skills and knowledge. 
1. The first activity encourages participants to analyse some campaigns with which they are 

familiar.
2. The second activity introduces participants to the basic steps for developing a campaign strategy.
3. The third activity reflects on the process undertaken. 

AIM: To develop a campaign strategy in response to an identified problem.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Analyse a selected problem
Q Think critically about target audiences 
Q Develop appropriate messaging and imagery 
Q Identify campaign goals and produce a concept note.

MATERIALS:
Q  Flipchart   Q  A3 paper   Q  Markers   Q  Colour pencils   Q  Crayons   Q  Charcoal

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 3 hours >>
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CATEGORy 7 
CAMpAIGN-bUILDING

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session is about developing a campaign, rather than implementing one. It should be run in 
conjunction with ‘Visual Advocacy Concepts’ and ‘Silk-screen Printing’. 

The second activity uses a complicated, multistep prompt. It is recommended that this is 
written on the flipchart or printed as a handout. 

Participants can become overly ambitious when conceptualising a campaign. While 
moving between the groups, encourage participants to focus on a problem in their 
community – in other words, to identify an issue that directly affects them or their friends 
and family. Participants should be able to implement their campaign strategy with the 
resources and tools available to them. 

 It may be useful to share examples of popular online campaigns, especially if participants 
are struggling to produce their own list. These do not have to be campaigns you agree with or 
that were necessarily successful, but rather campaigns that are easily recognisable. Examples 
may include the Red Ribbon (World AIDS Day), Red4Equality, Silence=Death (ACT UP), It Gets 
Better, KONY2012, #FeesMustFall, #RhodesMustFall, #BlackLivesMatter or #BringBackOurGirls. 

 Note that this session is similar to ‘Developing an Online Writing Campaign’. Depending on 
your group and the focus of your intervention, you may wish to run a session that combines 
elements from both of these.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – introduction and reflection (45 minutes)
1. Introduce any new terminology being used in this workshop – for instance, ‘strategy’, 

‘concept note’, ‘action plan’, ‘budget’ and so on. 
2. Ask participants to brainstorm some well-known campaigns. The examples can come from 

any sector (social justice, health promotion, advertising, fundraising and so on).
3. Select two or three examples from the list and facilitate a group discussion on the pros and 

cons of these campaigns. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Why have these campaigns stayed in your mind?
Q What do you like or dislike about these campaigns?
Q What makes some campaigns more successful than others?
Q Are there certain aspects of these campaigns that appeal to you?

4. Recap the ‘Visual Advocacy Concepts’ session (and any related activities). In particular, 
remind participants of the importance of having a key message that is appropriate for the 
target audience and that speaks to the desired outcome. 

5. Split participants into pairs and ask them to brainstorm the various factors that make for 
a successful campaign. This should cover everything from financial and human resources 
through to strong messaging, recognisable imagery and a dissemination strategy.

6. Ask each group to share their lists. Facilitate a brief discussion based on what was shared, 
encouraging participants to identify any common elements. >>
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Part 2 – planning process (1 hour 45 minutes)
1. Split participants into groups of three. Each person must share with their group the 

imagery they developed during the ‘Visual Advocacy Concepts’ session. The group must 
then select one of these concepts to be expanded and refined. 

2. Share with participants the discussion prompt below and talk through the different steps 
involved. Explain that these questions are to be considered in relation to the concept that 
has been selected by each group – in other words, participants must take the existing 
concept and turn it into a full campaign strategy. Participants are to record the particulars 
of their campaign on flipchart paper.
Q Outline your PROBLEM. What in particular would you like to address with this 

campaign? Why is this a problem? What do you want to change? Try to be as specific 
as possible when answering these questions. It is recommended that you choose a 
problem that affects you or your community, rather than a large-scale issue (such as 
trying to repel a law or raise awareness at a national level).

Q Select your TARGET AUDIENCE. Start by brainstorming all of the different people linked 
to your problem. This should include those who cause the problem, those who are 
affected by it and those who might help to change it. Pick one or two key groups that 
your campaign will target. For example, a campaign about bullying at a school could 
have a range of audiences – learners, teachers, support staff, management, parents and 
so on – but will be more successful if it targets just one or two of these groups. >>
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Q Identify your DESIRED OUTCOME. Think carefully about what you hope to achieve – 
for instance, are you merely trying to raise awareness, or are you trying to bring about 
behavioural change or a shift in attitude? 

Q Clarify your KEY MESSAGE. What are you trying to say? What do people need to 
know? What action do you want people to take? Remember that your key message 
must be appropriate for your target audience(s) and must speak to your desired 
outcome. For example, a campaign targeting school learners will likely use different 
messaging to a campaign targeting teachers.

Q Write a brief CONCEPT NOTE. Your concept note should summarise everything you have 
decided thus far. A stranger should be able to pick up your concept note and understand 
what the problem is, who you are targeting, what your key message is and what you hope to 
achieve.

Q Think about CONTENT. What imagery will allow you to communicate the key message 
to your target audience(s)? Does your existing imagery need to be altered or refined? 
What format will your imagery take – for instance, will it appear on T-shirts, on banners 
or on other types of products? How will these materials be produced, and who will be 
responsible for creating them?

Q Calculate a simple BUDGET. What costs are associated with your campaign strategy? 
Is this campaign economical and affordable? How will the funds be distributed? Who 
might be willing to finance a campaign of this nature? What resources (material, 
financial and human) do you currently have access to?

Q Put together an ACTION PLAN. What are the individual tasks involved in running this 
campaign? Who will be responsible for each task? How long will it take to complete 
each task? How will you share your materials? How will you publicise or draw attention 
to your campaign?

3. Ask each group to present its campaign. Encourage the rest of the participants to provide 
feedback and suggest improvements. 

4. Once all groups have presented, participants can vote on the best campaign strategy.

Part 3 – group discussion (30 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the different 

campaign strategies. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How do you feel about your campaign strategy?
Q What did you enjoy about this process?
Q What are some of the challenges you encountered? 
Q What do you think makes for an effective campaign strategy?
Q Why is it important for young people – especially those who are marginalised or who 

face discrimination – to act against injustice?
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DEVELOpING AN ONLINE WRITING CAMpAIGN

CLASSIFICATION: WRITING  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session allows participants to conceptualise a writing-based advocacy 
campaign based on their new skills and knowledge. 
1. The first activity encourages participants to analyse some campaigns with which they are 

familiar.
2. The second activity introduces participants to the basic steps for developing a campaign 

strategy.
3. The third activity reflects on the process undertaken.

AIM: To develop a campaign strategy in response to an identified problem.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Analyse a selected problem
Q Think critically about target audiences 
Q Develop appropriate messaging 
Q Identify campaign goals and produce a concept note.

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart  Q  Paper  Q  Markers  Q  Pens

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 3 hours

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session is about developing a campaign, rather than implementing one. While participants 
are not expected to produce the final written pieces, they may choose to implement their 
strategy outside of the workshop. This should be encouraged – with support and guidance, they 
may end up running a successful campaign! 

Note that this session is similar to ‘Developing a Visual Advocacy Campaign’. Depending on 
your group and the focus of your intervention, you may wish to run a session that combines 
elements from both of these. 

 For detailed advice on running this session, please refer to the facilitator notes provided for 
‘Developing a Visual Advocacy Campaign’ (see page 90).

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – introduction and reflection (30 minutes)
1. Introduce any new terminology being used in this workshop – for instance, ‘strategy’, 

‘concept note’, ‘action plan’, ‘budget’ and so on. 
2. Ask participants to brainstorm some well-known campaigns. The examples can come from 

any sector (social justice, health promotion, advertising, fundraising and so on). >>
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3. Select two or three examples from the list and facilitate a group discussion on the pros and 
cons of these campaigns. 

 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:
Q Why have these campaigns stayed in your mind?
Q What do you like or dislike about these campaigns?
Q What makes some campaigns more successful than others?
Q Are there certain aspects of these campaigns that appeal to you?
Q What makes for an effective online campaign?

4. Split participants into pairs and ask them to brainstorm the various factors that make for 
a successful campaign. This should cover everything from financial and human resources 
through to strong messaging, recognisable imagery and a clear dissemination strategy.

5. Ask each group to share their lists. Facilitate a brief discussion based on what was shared, 
encouraging participants to identify any common elements. 

Part 2 – writing process (1 hour 45 minutes)
1. Split participants into groups of four and provide each group with a piece of flipchart 

paper. Each group will be developing a separate online campaign strategy. Individual 
group members must think carefully about their unique skills and interests, and how these 
might enhance the final campaign.

2. Share with the group the discussion prompt below and talk through the different steps 
involved. Allow participants to ask any questions. Participants should use the paper 
provided to record the particulars of their campaign.
Q Outline your PROBLEM. What in particular would you like to address with this 

campaign? Why is this a problem? What do you want to change? Try to be as specific 
as possible when answering these questions. It is recommended that you choose a 
problem that affects you or your community, rather than a large-scale issue (such as 
trying to repel a law or raise awareness at a national level).

Q Select your TARGET AUDIENCE. Start by brainstorming all of the different people linked 
to your problem. This should include those who cause the problem, those who are 
affected by it and those who might help to change it. Pick one or two key groups that 
your campaign will target. For example, a campaign about bullying at a school could 
have a range of audiences – learners, teachers, support staff, management, parents and 
so on – but will be more successful if it targets just one or two of these groups.

Q Identify your DESIRED OUTCOME. Think carefully about what you hope to achieve – 
for instance, are you merely trying to raise awareness, or are you trying to bring about 
behavioural change or a shift in attitude? 

Q Clarify your KEY MESSAGE. What are you trying to say? What do people need to 
know? What action do you want people to take? Remember that your key message 
must be appropriate for your target audience(s) and must speak to your desired 
outcome. For example, a campaign targeting school learners will likely use different 
messaging to a campaign targeting teachers. >>
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Q Write a brief CONCEPT NOTE. Your concept note should summarise everything you 
have decided thus far. A stranger should be able to pick up your concept note and 
understand what the problem is, who you are targeting, what your key message is and 
what you hope to achieve.

Q Think about CONTENT. How will you communicate the key message to your target 
audience(s)? What products – for instance, articles, stories, poems, pictures or other 
creative works – might support the campaign? Who will write these pieces? 

Q Develop a DISSEMINATION STRATEGY. How will you share the content you plan to 
develop? What tools can you use to publicise your campaign? Will your campaign have 
more impact if it uses social media? 

3. Ask each group to present its campaign. Encourage the rest of the workshop participants 
to provide feedback and suggest improvements. 

4. Once all groups have presented, participants can vote on the best campaign strategy.

Part 3 – group discussion (45 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the different 

campaign strategies. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How do you feel about your campaign strategy?
Q What did you enjoy about coming up with your own campaign strategy?
Q What are some of the challenges you encountered? 
Q What do you think makes for an effective campaign strategy?
Q Are writing/story-based campaigns always the best option? What other elements might 

add to an advocacy campaign in your community? 
Q Why is it important for young people – especially those who are marginalised or who 

face discrimination – to act against injustice? 
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CATEGORy 8 
TAKING ACTION

ACTING ChANGE

CLASSIFICATION: DRAMA 

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session allows participants to develop responses to an identified challenge.
1. The first activity helps participants to become aware of their physical bodies. 
2. The second activity allows participants to act against the oppression that has been 

represented. 
3. The third activity challenges participants to think deeply about the role-plays they have 

seen and to link this analysis to advocacy campaigns.

AIM: To experiment with possible responses to an identified challenge.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Reflect on how inequality is experienced
Q Act out ways in which inequality can be undone
Q Think about different ways in which homophobia and transphobia manifest.

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart  Q  Markers  Q  Role-play props (various)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 1 hour 30 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
 This session is similar to ‘Performing Perspectives’. While both use a similar method, they are 
different in focus: the current workshop helps participants to develop responses to an oppressive 
scenario, while ‘Performing Perspectives’ helps participants to understand the concepts of 
audience and messaging. It is recommended that you choose the more appropriate of these two 
workshops for your group, rather than trying to use both methods. 

 For advice on developing role-play scenarios, please refer to the facilitator notes provided 
for ‘Performing Perspectives’ (see page 76).

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – warm-up (15 minutes)
1. Begin the workshop with a warm-up or energiser game. It is recommended that facilitators 

choose a game that requires participants to use their bodies. 
2. Facilitate a short discussion on some of the challenges explored in the game. >>
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Part 2 – drama process (45 minutes)
1. Break participants into small groups and allocate each group a role-play scenario. Share 

with participants the available props. Participants have five minutes to cast and prepare 
their role-play.

2. Each group must perform its role-play for the other participants.
3. After each performance, facilitate a short discussion, encouraging participants to reflect on 

what took place. 
4. Each group is to repeat its performance, but this time the audience can actively engage 

with the drama. This can happen in three ways:
Q First, by an audience member taking on one of the roles. To do this, an audience 

member needs to call out ‘Freeze!’ and then physically replace the current actor. 
The participant is then able to experiment with making different choices in order to 
produce a more positive outcome. 

Q Second, by introducing new characters that can support those already involved in the 
scenario. To do this, an audience member needs to call out ‘Freeze!’ and then add a new 
character to the action.

Q Third, by instructing characters to change their behaviour. To do this, an audience 
member needs to call out ‘Freeze!’ and then explain to the character how they should act. 

 Explain to the group that these interventions should try to change the oppressive nature of 
the scenario.

5. Conclude this part of the workshop by asking participants to stand in a circle and ‘shake off ’ 
their characters. This is achieved by shaking each body part in turn – for instance, the left 
arm, the right arm, the left leg, the right leg and so on.

Part 3 – group reflection (30 minutes)
1. Facilitate a group discussion that reflects on the problems explored in the role-plays. 
 Use the questions below to focus the discussion, and record the main points on a 

flipchart: 
Q What was the problem in each scenario? 
Q Why might the characters have behaved like this?
Q What other factors may have influenced the characters’ actions?

 This discussion should help participants to identify possible responses to the challenges 
explored in the role-plays.

2. End the discussion by posing the following question:
Q In what ways were the audience able to positively affect the action that was taking place?
Q Which interventions were most effective, and why might this be the case?
Q How might these lessons be applied outside of this workshop?
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LETTERS FOR ChANGE

CLASSIFICATION: WRITING  

DESCRIPTION: 
This three-part session focuses on creating positive change. 
1. The first activity encourages participants to think about the power of personal activism. 
2. The second activity uses a reflective writing process to propose solutions for an identified 

problem.
3. The third activity asks participants to reflect on personal letters as a form of advocacy.

AIM: To produce written advocacy materials based on real-life challenges. 

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Reflect on different facets of their identity 
Q Think through different challenges in their communities
Q Use writing to reflect on social inequality
Q Consider ways in which oppression may be resisted.

MATERIALS:
Q Flipchart  Q  Paper  Q  Pens  Q  Envelopes (optional)  Q  Stamps (optional)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 1 hour 45 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This session touches on the concept of intersectionality and so it is recommended that it is 
run in conjunction with the ‘Gingerbread People’ session. Participants may also find it easier 
to identify a challenge in their community if they have already completed sessions such as 
‘Performing Perspectives’, ‘Writing Resilience’ or ‘Rewriting Stereotypes’.

 The first activity is based on a quote from Simon Nkoli, an icon of the queer rights and  
anti-apartheid movements. Facilitators should write the quote on the flipchart before the 
session begins. 

Some participants may be keen to send their letters, either signed or anonymously. If this is 
the case, facilitators may want to provide envelopes and stamps. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – introduction (30 minutes)
1. Write the following quote on the flipchart:

 Many of my friends in the ANC ask me why can’t I shut up about gay rights and just fight 
for black rights. My friends in the gay organisations ask me why can’t I just fight for gay 
rights and forget this other struggle. This is what I say to them: I am black and I am gay. I 
cannot separate my struggle into primary and secondary struggles. They are one. 

 These words were spoken by activist Simon Nkoli at Africa’s first pride march, held in 
Hillbrow (Johannesburg) on 13 October 1990. >>
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2. Ask participants to reflect on this statement. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What was Simon trying to say?
Q What do you feel when you read this statement?
Q How might personal statements such as this help to raise awareness of oppression and 

injustice?
Q Why is it important to draw links between different struggles?

Part 2 – writing process (1 hour)
1. In pairs or small groups, participants are to brainstorm different challenges they 

experience within their community. Participants should list these challenges on a piece 
of flipchart paper.

 Referencing the quote above, remind participants how different forms of oppression can 
intersect. It is worth mentioning the below identity categories, each of which may impact 
on how participants experience discrimination:
Q Sexual orientation
Q Gender identity
Q Race
Q Culture 
Q Language 
Q Class 

2. Ask each group to share its list. Facilitate a brief discussion based on what was shared, 
encouraging participants to identify any common elements. 

3. Explain that each person is to write a letter. The letters should be based on one of the 
challenges just identified, and be inspired by the quote shared at the start of the session. 
Each letter must be addressed to a real person (for example, a politician, teacher or family 
member), but may be written anonymously. 

4. Participants have thirty minutes to complete their letter. 
 Each letter must contain the following elements:

Q AN INTRODUCTION. Who are you? What is the letter about? 
Q THE CHALLENGE. What is the issue you are writing about? Why is it a problem? What 

does it mean to you as an individual?
Q THE SOLUTION. What do you think needs to happen? Why is it important for this 

action to take place? How will this change improve the situation?
Q A CONCLUSION. How might this change make society better for everyone? Why 

should other people support this cause? 
5. Ask each participant to read their letter out loud. Remind participants to listen carefully so 

that they can provide feedback. >>
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6. Facilitate a group discussion based on the work that was shared.
 The questions below can be used to guide this discussion: 

Q Did you notice any similarities between the letters?
Q How could the letters be improved?
Q Did adding a personal element to the letters make them more powerful? Why?

7. Give participants ten minutes to make any changes to their letter based on the feedback 
received. 

8. Provide participants with envelopes and stamps if they would like to post their letters. 
(Facilitators will need to decide who will be responsible for this task.)

Part 3 – group discussion (15 minutes)
1. End the session by asking the group to stand in a circle and reflect on the writing task. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How did it feel to write your letter?
Q How might these letters help to create positive change?
Q What other forms of writing can be used to raise awareness to injustice and 

oppression?
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SILK-SCREEN pRINTING

CLASSIFICATION: ART  

DESCRIPTION: 
This five-part session teaches the basics of silk-screening.
1. The first activity recaps the basics of visual advocacy. 
2. The second activity introduces participants to the tools they will be using and to the 

concept of a negative printing process.
3-4. The third and fourth activities allow participants to practise the silk-screening process. 
5. The fifth activity invites participants to reflect on the technique and how it may be used to 

support advocacy campaigns.

AIM: To produce visual advocacy products using silk-screen printing.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Confidently apply the silk-screening method
Q Produce striking visual advocacy products
Q Recognise the impact of T-shirts and other printed advocacy products.

MATERIALS:
Q   Thick cardboard  Q  Paper  Q  Two A2-size silk-screens  Q  Squeegees (one small, one 
medium and one large)  Q  Sta-sharp green film  Q  Opaque base  Q  Transparent base   
Q  Colour pigments (primary colours at a minimum)  Q  Lacquer thinner or turpentine  Q  Clear 
nail polish  Q  Craft knives  Q  Masking tape  Q  Newspapers  Q  Plastic drop sheets/garbage 
bags  Q  Latex gloves  Q  Cotton fabric (three metres of black and three metres of white)   
Q  T-shirts (optional)  Q  An iron (optional)

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 6 hours >>
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NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
Facilitators are advised to run ‘Visual Advocacy Concepts’ before attempting this session. 

The session outlined here is not intended as a comprehensive introduction. For those 
with little or no experience with the method, it is recommended that other resources are 
consulted. There are many online tutorials that can be accessed via YouTube.

This workshop uses a practice-theory-practice approach. This means that the facilitator 
must demonstrate (practice) and explain (theory) the different stages of the process. The 
participants are then given an opportunity to replicate the process (practice) while being 
supported by the facilitator. 

The colour inks need to be mixed in separate containers before the workshop. The 
pigments need to be mixed with either an opaque base or a transparent base, depending on 
the colour of the fabric. For dark materials, mix your pigment with an opaque base; for light 
materials, mix your pigment with a transparent base. Mixing ratios should be listed on the 
container of the base. In some places, you may be able to buy premixed colour pigments – 
check with your local supplier about what is available.

 It is important to prepare the space before the session begins. Old newspapers, plastic 
drop sheets or garbage bags should be used to cover the floor and any surfaces.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
Part 1 – group reflection (15 minutes)
1. Facilitate a group discussion on the key learnings from the ‘Visual Advocacy Concepts’ 

session.
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What types of images work best for advocacy materials?
Q Can combining words and images help you to get your message across?
Q How can colour help you to communicate a message?
Q Why is it important to think about your audience when developing a visual advocacy 

product? >>
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Part 2 – introducing the materials (30 minutes)
1. Begin by highlighting some of the benefits of silk-screening: 

Q Reasonably inexpensive 
Q Uses basic equipment
Q Easy to use – with practice!
Q Creates bold, colourful products
Q Has a long history in political activism (for instance, the technique was used by many 

activists during the anti-apartheid struggle).
2. Introduce the group to the basic tools:

Q The silk-screen itself (including the frame and the mesh)
Q The Sta-sharp film
Q The squeegees 
Q The ink (colour pigments, transparent base and opaque base)

 Hand around each piece of equipment and make sure that participants are familiar with its 
name and use.

3. Explain that silk-screening is a negative printing process. This means that it always uses a 
stencil – it is the gaps in the stencil that allow for the ‘positive’ image to be printed. 

Part 3 – demonstrating the process (1 hour)
1. Demonstrate how to CUT A STENCIL, explaining the process as it is being shown. 

Q Cut a piece of Sta-sharp film that is 3 cm larger on every side than the image you want 
to print.

Q Place the Sta-sharp film over the design, with the shiny layer facing downwards. Use 
masking tape to attach the design to the film. 

Q Place the film (with the design attached) onto a hard surface, such as a cutting board or 
thick piece of cardboard, so as not to damage your table or work surface.

Q Trace the design with a sharp craft knife.  Be careful to only cut through the green upper 
layer (not the clear plastic beneath). This is achieved by pressing lightly – participants 
should apply the same pressure as when using a pen on paper. Remind the group to only 
ever cut out those parts of the design where they want the ink to go through.

Q Use the craft knife to gently peel or scrape away the green layer of the Sta-sharp film.
 Allow the group to ask any questions about the process of making a stencil. 
2. Demonstrate how to ADHERE THE STENCIL TO THE MESH, explaining the process as it is 

being shown.
Q Cover your work surface with newspaper and press down to remove any bumps or 

creases.
Q Place your stencil on the table, making sure that the matt green layer of the Sta-sharp 

film is facing upwards and the shiny plastic layer is facing downwards. 
Q Place a clean silk-screen on top of the stencil, making sure that it covers all of the 

design and that the alignment is correct. >>
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Q Dip some cotton fabric into the solvent (lacquer thinner or turpentine) and lightly rub 
the cotton fabric over the mesh. This will soften the green layer and allow it to stick to 
the mesh. It is very important that participants do not use too much of the solvent, as 
this may dissolve the design. It is also important to do this process quickly – rubbing for 
too long may damage the stencil. The stencil will turn a darker shade of green once it 
has adhered to the silk-screen.

Q Place the frame in the sun to dry. This should take around ten minutes in hot weather 
and around twenty-five minutes in cold weather.

Q When the stencil is completely dry, gently peel off the clear plastic sheet from the 
bottom of the silkscreen. If done correctly, the green layer should remain attached to 
the mesh. Be sure to test this on one corner before attempting to peel off the entire 
clear layer – if the green layer is also coming away, apply more thinners to help it 
adhere to the mesh.

Q Masking tape or clear nail polish can be used to cover any unwanted gaps in the stencil. 
These may have occurred from adhering the stencil incorrectly, or from removing the 
clear layer too quickly. 

 Allow the group to ask any questions about the process of adhering the stencil to the mesh. 
3. Demonstrate how to PREPARE THE SCREEN, explaining the process as it is being shown.

Q Use masking tape to cover all parts of the screen that are not already covered by the 
stencil. Be sure to put tape around the frame’s inside edges. 

 Allow the group to ask any questions about the process of preparing the screen. 
4. Demonstrate how to PRINT THE IMAGE, explaining the process as it is being shown.

Q Place the object onto which you want to print underneath the screen. If printing on 
multiple objects, it is crucial that each one is placed in the same position underneath 
the screen. This is especially important if more than one colour is being used. A 
simple way to achieve this is to place marks on the work surface showing where to  
place the object. >>
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Q Lower the screen onto the object. Pour some premixed ink onto the surface of the silk-
screen. Firmly slide the squeegee across the image area, pulling the ink towards you. 
This should be a smooth motion, with the squeegee being held at a 45-degree angle. 

Q Carefully raise the screen off the object, using the squeegee to make sure the 
remaining ink does not run down the mesh. 

Q Leave the fabric/T-shirt/paper to dry. If printing on material, the image will need to be 
‘cured’ with heat – if this step is missed, the ink will come off in the first wash. Curing 
the ink is achieved by heating the printed images, usually with an iron. The curing 
process must only be done once the ink has air-dried. 

 Allow the group to ask any questions about the printing process.

Part 4 – practising the process (4 hours)
1. Participants are to follow the process just demonstrated. To start, participants will need to 

create a stencil using the imagery developed in the ‘Designing Visual Advocacy’ workshop. 
2. Once the stencil is completed and adhered to the mesh, participants can practise printing 

their designs on paper or cardboard. Then, once the technique has been mastered, 
participants can begin to print on fabric or T-shirts.

Part 5 – group reflection (15 minutes)
1. Facilitate a group discussion about the silk-screening process. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How did you find the silk-screening process?
Q What types of images are most suited to this technique?
Q What are some of the benefits of the technique? 
Q How could this process be used to support advocacy campaigns? 
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CATEGORy 9 
REFLECTIVE EXERCISES and  

CLOSING RITUALS

STOp – START – CONTINUE

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY  

DESCRIPTION: 
This closing ritual encourages participants to reflect on what they have learnt and on how this 
new knowledge can be applied in their lives. 

AIM: To encourage participants to think about their future actions.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Reflect on the workshop experience
Q Recognise their new skills and knowledge
Q Think critically about the future
Q Feel a sense of emotional closure. 

MATERIALS:
Q No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 20 minutes >>
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NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
 It is important to challenge participants to think carefully about what they have learnt and how 
this relates to their own lives. Asking each person to explain their responses in detail may help 
to avoid obvious answers.

This reflection can also work as a written exercise, in which participants fill out a pre-
prepared questionnaire and then read their responses out loud to the group. Asking 
participants to write their responses can lead to a deeper level of reflection, while also 
providing facilitators with useful evaluative data. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle. 
2. Explain that each participant is going to share with the group three things based on what 

they have learnt/experienced during the workshop:
Q STOP: One thing that the person is going to stop doing because of what they have 

learnt/experienced.
Q START: One thing that the person is going to start doing because of what they have 

learnt/experienced. 
Q CONTINUE: One thing that the person is going to continue doing because of what they 

have learnt/experienced.
3. Select a person to begin the process and then move around the circle in a clockwise 

direction until each person has shared their three reflections.
4. End the session by asking the group to reflect on the comments that were shared. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Where there any similarities in the responses? Why might this be?
Q Was it difficult identifying things that you are going to stop/start/continue doing? Why? 
Q How might you, as an individual, be able to support others in the group to follow 

through with their stop/start/continue promises? 
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ThE VALIDATION GAME

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY   

DESCRIPTION: 
This closing ritual asks participants to identify admirable or inspiring qualities displayed by 
other group members during the workshop. 

AIM: To reflect on the positive behaviours of participants.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Reflect on the workshop experience
Q Identify how people have grown during the workshop process
Q Build a sense of solidarity within the group
Q Feel a sense of emotional closure. 

MATERIALS:
Q   No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 20 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This exercise asks participants to comment on others in the group and so it is important to 
highlight the key values of the workshop space (respect, honesty, constructive feedback and so 
on) before the activity gets underway. Note that each person can be validated only once – this 
helps to keep the activity on track while also making sure that all group members come away 
feeling positive. Remind participants to be specific in their reflections and to direct comments 
to the individual being spoken about. 

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle.
2. Explain that each participant is going to share something they admire about another person in 

the group. Comments can be based on a witnessed behaviour, a personality trait, an inspiring 
quality, or any other relevant aspect of the person.  Each comment should follow a standard 
format: ‘I would like to acknowledge and celebrate [insert participant name] for [insert reflection].’

  Ask for a volunteer to start the process. This participant must identify the person they wish to 
validate and then share their comment using the format outlined above. 

3. The person who has been validated must then continue the process by selecting another 
participant and sharing their reflection. (Note that each person can be validated only once.)

4. End the session by asking the group to reflect on the process. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q How did this process make you feel – both as someone giving and receiving validation?
Q Why is it important for us, as activists and community members, to support and 

encourage each other?
Q  Do you find it easier to identify other people’s good qualities than your own? Why?
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hUMAN WEb

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY   

DESCRIPTION: 
A closing ritual that highlights interpersonal connections.

AIM: To celebrate the different ways in which participants have been supported.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Reflect on the workshop experience
Q Recognise the value of working together 
Q Think critically about different types of support 
Q Feel a sense of emotional closure. 

MATERIALS:
Q  A ball of string or yarn  Q  Scissors  

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 20 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
This exercise adds a physical dimension to 
the reflection process, making it an ideal 
way to wrap up a lengthy or exhausting 
workshop. 

Be sure to bring along a lot of string – 
not having enough will ruin the symbolic 
aspect of the exercise. It is also important 
to remind participants to hold onto the 
string while it is being passed from person 
to person (the point is to create a giant 
web showing how the participants are 
connected). 

A variation of this exercise is to test the strength of the web. This is only possible with a 
medium to large group, and if using thick yarn. Once the web is complete, ask participants 
to step backwards until the yarn is taut. The facilitator or a volunteer can then test the web’s 
strength by lying or sitting on it, or – if the web is too small – by placing an object on top. 
Caution is advised if adding this step to the exercise.

A second variation is to pluck one section of the web when the string is taut. All of the 
participants should be able to feel the vibration; this illustrates how we are all interconnected 
(in other words, how our actions can positively or negatively affect other people). Ask one 
person to slacken their section of the web and then pluck the string again. The vibration will 
not be felt by the entire group; this illustrates how one person not being involved can change 
the outcome. >>
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STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle.
2. Give the ball of string to a participant. This person begins the exercise by saying one thing 

they have learnt during the workshop. 
 The person then selects another participant and shares something they appreciate 

about them. This comment can relate to any aspect of the person: from physical support 
they have provided (helping with an exercise, lending equipment and so on) through to 
personal qualities (making people laugh or feel welcome, always being on time and so on). 

 The person then throws the ball of string to the participant they selected, making sure 
to hold onto the end of the string (so that the ball unravels as it travels through the air). 
There should now be a thread of string running between these two participants. 

3. The new person repeats the process – first, by sharing one thing they have learnt during 
the workshop; second, by selecting another participant and sharing something they 
appreciate about them; third, by throwing the yarn and creating a new thread in the web. 

4. Continue this process until all participants have been selected and are ‘connected’ by the 
web. A second or third round can be added if participants are responding positively to the 
exercise. (If this is done, make sure that participants are only selected once in each round, 
as this will ensure everyone comes away feeling positive and empowered.) 

5. End the session by asking the group to reflect on the process.
  The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q What does the web represent?
Q What happens if more and more threads are added to the web?
Q Why is it important to support others in a group situation?
Q What other lessons might we take away from this exercise?

6. Invite participants to cut off a length of string and tie it around their wrist. Explain that this 
represents a commitment to supporting and respecting other people in all aspects of life.
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FEELING COLOURS

CLASSIFICATION: GENERAL ACTIVITY   

DESCRIPTION: 
A simple closing ritual that asks participants to verbalise how they are feeling. 

AIM: To encourage participants to reflect on their feelings – both positive and negative – and 
to share these with the group.

OBJECTIVES: By the end of the session, participants should be able to:
Q Reflect on the workshop experience
Q Feel comfortable and safe describing how they feel 
Q Better understand other participants’ feelings and experiences 
Q Feel a sense of emotional closure. 

MATERIALS:
Q   No materials needed

OVERALL RUNNING TIME: 15 minutes

NOTES FOR FACILITATORS: 
Listen carefully to participants’ comments and acknowledge any complaints that are raised. 
Asking critical questions will help participants to open up about their feelings, while also 
helping you to better understand and respond to any concerns. 

This closing ritual can be repeated multiple times during a long workshop. This will help 
participants to reflect on how their moods and emotions have changed.

STEP-BY-STEP INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Ask participants to stand in a circle.
2. One by one, participants are to say the colour that best represents their current feeling. 

Encourage participants to explain their choice (why they associate that colour with that 
emotion, and why they are feeling exhausted/happy/confused/inspired).

3. End the session by asking the group to reflect on what they shared and heard. 
 The questions below can be used to guide the conversation:

Q Why do we associate certain colours with certain feelings?
Q Do these associations ever change for you?
Q Were there any similarities in the responses – for instance, are a lot of people feeling 

tired?
Q Is there anything you can do to support or assist those who are feeling less positive, 

anxious or exhausted? 
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chapter 9 
Evaluating 
a Workshop
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The workshop process does not end with the last activity. Assessing a 
workshop – both its successes and its shortcomings – is just as important as 
the planning stage. Facilitators should try their best to honestly evaluate the 
process, including how well the participants responded to the activities, any 
challenges or unexpected issues, and the outcomes that were achieved. 

There are a variety of ways in which 
a workshop can be assessed. Some 
methods are more structured, 
such as asking participants to 
fill in feedback forms, but these 
methods are not always the best 
approach. In fact, some of your 
most useful information may come 
from informal conversations, from 
observing the behaviour of the 
group, or from the work that was 
produced. The closing rituals listed 
in the preceding chapter will also 
provide useful insights into how 
participants found the workshop 
experience. 

Workshop evaluations, regardless 
of the approach taken, are a crucial 
component of an effective outreach 
programme. Participant feedback 
helps facilitators to strengthen 
their work and, where necessary, to 
adapt their approach. But it is just 
as important for you, the facilitator, 
to reflect on the experience of 
running the workshop. Processing 
your own emotions can be tough, 
particularly if your workshop dealt 
with sensitive issues or experiences 
of trauma, but doing so is an 
important part of facilitation – 
not just as an evaluative tool, but 
also for your mental health and 
wellbeing.
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EVALUATION METhODS
Listed below are some popular methods for 
evaluating a workshop. Each facilitator will take a 
different approach to evaluation and so you might 
find that other methods work better for you. It 
is also worth thinking about whether you want 
to collect evaluative data only at the end of the 
workshop, or if you also want to capture pre- and 
mid-workshop data.

FEEDBACK FORMS
Feedback forms are a common way to collect 
evaluative data. These may ask participants to rate 
aspects of the workshop using a scale, or to provide 
narrative answers to particular questions. While 
this is a quick and easy method for evaluating a 
workshop, it also has a number of limitations – 
for instance, participants may provide what they 
consider to be the ‘correct’ answers, or may not take 
the time to think carefully about their responses. 
Facilitators should be aware that many people do 
not enjoy filling in questionnaires and so may rush 
through their responses. 

VERBAL EVALUATIONS
Some facilitators choose to allocate time at the end of a workshop for participants to talk 
through their experiences. This process can be done as a whole workshop group or in smaller 
groups (if using the latter option, time must be provided for the groups to present their 
reflections). Verbal evaluations can be more engaging than written evaluations, and are 
particularly useful when engaging communities with low-literacy levels. However, participants 
may feel uncomfortable about providing critical feedback in front of their peers. If substantive 
data is required, facilitators may choose to hold one-on-one interviews or focus groups. 

CREATIVE EXPRESSION
Journals, drawings, photographs and role-plays are just some of the creative processes that 
can be used to collect evaluative data. Asking participants to write a paragraph a day in a 
journal can provide valuable insights into how their views have changed over time and how 
they responded to particular activities. Similarly, participants could be invited to take one 
photograph a day that captures how they are feeling about the workshop process and/or 
the products they have developed. While these methods are fun for participants, they can 
sometimes be difficult for facilitators to interpret. 
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EVALUATION QUESTIONS
It is worth taking the time to carefully formulate your evaluation questions. This process is 
not just about asking the right questions, but also about asking them in the right way. As well 
as helping participants to reflect on the process, the questions should invite feedback and 
recommendations. Participants should also feel safe to raise any concerns they may have. 

Below are some important factors to think about when formulating your evaluation 
questions:
Q FUN: Was the workshop an enjoyable experience?
Q KNOWLEDGE: What new information did participants learn? 
Q SKILLS: Are participants able to apply their new skills? 
Q PERSONAL GROWTH: Was the workshop an enriching experience?
Q OUTLOOK: Have participants’ views changed at all? 
Q RELATIONSHIPS: How did participants find the process of working together?
Q CHALLENGES: Were any parts of the workshop demanding or confronting? 
Q IMPROVEMENTS: How can the workshop process be strengthened?

The most useful evaluative data will come from open-ended questions. These are questions 
that cannot be answered with one word (such as ‘yes’ or ‘no’). Try asking ‘What did you enjoy 
about the workshop?’ instead of ‘Did you enjoy the workshop?’ ’ 

FACILITATOR REFLECTIONS
Facilitating a workshop can be hard work and so it is worth taking time to reflect on the 
experience. Working through your emotions will help you to stay healthy and focused. 

It is important to be honest with yourself about any challenges. No-one expects facilitators 
to get it right all the time; it is okay to acknowledge when things do not go according to plan. 
If possible, facilitators should debrief regularly with colleagues. Professional support should 
also be sought if you have witnessed violence or provided support to traumatised participants. 

Below are just a few of the questions you might want to ask yourself:
Q Did the workshop achieve its objectives?
Q How did participants respond to the different teaching methods? 
Q Were there any unexpected outcomes (both positive or negative)?
Q What behaviours did participants exhibit?
Q Did you observe any discomfort?
Q Did any tensions arise during the workshop?
Q Was sufficient time allocated to each activity?
Q What changes (if any) could be made to the workshop plan?
Q How do you feel now that the workshop is complete?
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AppENDIX I: 
SAMpLE WORKShOp pLANS

1-DAy ‘INTRODUCTION TO SEXUAL AND GENDER 
DIVERSITy’ WORKShOp

OVERALL WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:
Q To introduce key terms and concepts related to sexual and gender diversity
Q To identify and interrogate social expectations relating to sexual and gender diversity
Q To build critical consciousness about structural inequality 
Q To reflect on individual experiences of inequality.

SPECIAL NOTES:
Some sessions in this workshop have been shortened because of the limited time available.  
For instance, the ‘Workshop Contract’ session has been reduced from one hour to half an hour, 
in order for more activities to be completed. Likewise, it is only possible for partial body-maps 
to be created in the time allocated for the ‘Body-mapping’ session.

DATE: 1 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:30 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:10 WELCOME General welcome and signing of 
registration sheet.

1.   Introduce facilitators to the group.

9:10 – 9:30 MY NAME, 
MY SIGN

Participants to introduce 
themselves to the group. Each 
person must also share something 
that nobody else knows about 
them and select a movement that 
represents them. 

1.   Participants to feel comfortable with each 
other.

2.   Build relationships within the group.

9:30 – 10:00 WORKSHOP 
CONTRACT

In small groups, participants 
must make a visual list of their 
expectations and rules for 
behaving within the workshop 
space. 

1.   Agree collectively on rules for the 
workshop.

2.   Highlight that participants are bringing 
with them different skills, assumptions and 
expectations.

3.   Shape common understanding of what will 
be covered during the workshop process.

4.   Introduce a non-verbal form of 
communicating (art).

10:00 – 10:15 Toilet/Tea Break

10:15 – 10:45 DIVERSITY 
LINE

Participants move positions based 
on commands from the facilitator. 
These commands relate to various 
aspects of identity (such as sexual 
orientation, gender identity, race 
and so on).

1.   Explore how structural inequality affects 
people in different ways.

2.   Think critically about power and privilege.
3.   Reflect on individual experiences of 

discrimination.

>>
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10:45 – 12:30 GINGER-
BREAD  
PEOPLE

Participants draw society’s ‘ideal’ 
man and ‘ideal’ woman on two 
separate pages. The participants 
look specifically at gender roles 
and societal expectations. These 
expectations are then linked to 
broader systems of inequality.

1.   Clarify misconceptions about key terms. 
2.   Reflect on inequality in participants’ social 

context.
3.   Develop understanding of binaries.
4.   Introduce the political framework used for 

later activities.

12:30 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 1:30 GENDER 
RUNWAYS

A drama exercise in which 
participants embody and reflect 
on gender expectations in their 
community. Participants walk 
along a runway modelling various 
gender expectations. Props and 
music are required, and the venue 
needs to be arranged in the style 
of a catwalk.

1.   Reflect on how queer youth express their 
sexual orientation and gender identity.

2.   Identify and interrogate social 
expectations.

3.   Draw links between social expectations 
and inequality.

1:30 – 2:30 BODY-
MAPPING 

Multi-stage art activity in which 
participants explore sexual 
orientation and gender identity. 
Participants are asked to create 
complex visual representations 
of their lives, experiences and 
personal journeys. This activity 
requires substantial preparation, 
such as cutting pieces of 
cardboard and mixing food 
colouring. (Note: participants are 
to make partial body-maps only)

1.   Surface, unpack and represent personal 
narratives.

2.   Think critically about social expectations 
and pressures, and how these link to 
systems of injustice.

3.   Create striking visual advocacy products.

2:30 – 2:45 Toilet/Tea Break

2:45 – 3:30 BODY-
MAPPING 
(cont’d)

Use the time after the break to 
bring the group back together. 
Ask participants to talk through 
the different symbolic elements 
of their body-maps.

See above

3:30 – 4:15 FINAL 
DEBRIEF 
(may include 
a reflective 
exercise from 
the manual)

Recap the different sessions. 
Participants are to reflect on 
what has been covered during 
the workshop. The debrief should 
allow participants to note which 
activities were enjoyable and 
which were challenging.

1.   Reflect on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future.

2.   Check in with participants about their 
experience of the workshop process.

3.   Invite feedback on the workshop process.
4.   Ensure participants feel a sense of 

emotional closure.

4:15 – 4:30 HUMAN WEB Participants share one thing they 
have learnt during the workshop 
and one thing they appreciate 
about another participant. A 
thread of string is used to create a 
web linking the group. 

1.   Reflect on the workshop experience.
2.   Emphasise the value of working together.
3.   Highlight interpersonal connections 

within the group.
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1-DAy ‘ACTING ChANGE’ WORKShOp

OVERALL WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:
Q To identify and interrogate social expectations relating to sexual and gender diversity
Q To introduce participants to the vocabulary of Theatre of the Oppressed 
Q To reflect on how theatre can be used as an advocacy tool in relation to sexual and gender 

diversity. 

SPECIAL NOTES:
Some sessions in this workshop have been shortened because of the limited time available. 
For instance, the ‘Workshop Contract’ session has been reduced from one hour to half an hour, 
in order for more activities to be completed. The ‘Gingerbread People’ session has also been 
allocated less time so that participants can focus on the main drama activity. 

DATE: 1 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:30 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:10 WELCOME General welcome and signing of 
registration sheet.

1.   Introduce facilitators to the group.

9:10 – 9:30 MY NAME, 
MY SIGN

Participants to introduce 
themselves to the group. Each 
person must also share something 
that nobody else knows about 
them and select a movement that 
represents them. 

1.   Participants to feel comfortable with each 
other.

2.   Build relationships within the group.

9:30 – 10:00 WORKSHOP 
CONTRACT

In small groups, participants 
must make a visual list of their 
expectations and rules for 
behaving within the workshop 
space. 

1.   Agree collectively on rules for the 
workshop.

2.   Highlight that participants are bringing 
with them different skills, assumptions and 
expectations.

3.   Shape common understanding of what 
will be covered during the workshop 
process.

4.   Introduce a non-verbal form of 
communicating (art). 

10:00 – 10:15 Toilet/Tea Break

10:15 – 11:15 LIVING 
SCULPTURES 

Participants create still images 
with their bodies, representing 
various terms relating to sex, 
gender and sexual orientation. 

1.   Identify and interrogate common 
stereotypes.

2.   Think critically about issues of 
representation. 

11:15 – 12:45 GINGER-
BREAD  
PEOPLE

Participants draw society’s ‘ideal’ 
man and ‘ideal’ woman on two 
separate pages. The participants 
look specifically at gender roles 
and societal expectations. These 
expectations are then linked to 
broader systems of inequality.

1.   Clarify misconceptions about key terms. 
2.   Reflect on inequality in participants’ social 

context.
3.   Develop understanding of binaries. 
3.   Introduce the political framework used for 

later activities.

12:45 – 1:15 Lunch

>>
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1:15 – 2:30 ACTING 
CHANGE

Participants perform various 
scenarios as role-plays, and then 
interrogate each scenario using 
forum theatre techniques. 

1.   Reflect on how inequality is experienced.
2.   Act out ways in which inequality can be 

challenged or undone.
3.   Think about different ways in which 

expectations about sex, gender and sexual 
orientation manifest. 

2:30 – 2:45 Toilet/Tea Break

2:45 – 3:45 ACTING 
CHANGE 
(cont’d)

See above See above

3:45 – 4:15 FINAL 
DEBRIEF 
(may include 
a reflective 
exercise from 
the manual)

Recap the different sessions. 
Participants are to reflect on 
what has been covered during 
the workshop. The debrief should 
allow participants to note which 
activities were enjoyable and 
which were challenging.

1.   Reflect on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future.

2.   Check in with participants about their 
experience of the workshop process.

3.   Invite feedback on the workshop process.
4.   Ensure participants feel a sense of 

emotional closure.

4:15 – 4:30 HUMAN WEB Participants share one thing they 
have learnt during the workshop 
and one thing they appreciate 
about another participant. A 
thread of string is used to create a 
web linking the group. 

1.   Reflect on the workshop experience.
2.   Emphasise the value of working together.
3.   Highlight interpersonal connections 

within the group.
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3-DAy ‘WRITING FOR ChANGE’ WORKShOp

OVERALL WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:
Q To build knowledge about sexual and gender diversity
Q To highlight the potential of writing to create positive change 
Q To use writing to reflect on participants’ lived experiences
Q To develop written pieces that could support an advocacy campaign.

SPECIAL NOTES:
Separate objectives have been provided for each day. This is to highlight the different focus 
areas at each stage of the workshop process. 

Some sessions in this workshop have been shortened because of the limited time available. 
For instance, the ‘Gingerbread People’ session has been reduced by half an hour so that 
participants have sufficient time to complete the ‘Body Stories’ session. Facilitators should 
reduce the number of reflective questions asked in the earlier session, and instead link the final 
discussion for ‘Body Stories’ to the earlier ‘Gingerbread People’ session. The time allocated for 
‘Small Statements, Big Messages’ has also been significantly reduced, as participants can use 
stories from earlier sessions as the basis for their social media posts.

DAy1
OBJECTIVES:
Q To build relationships and trust within the group
Q To develop rules of behaviour and create a shared understanding of the workshop objectives
Q To build critical consciousness about structural inequality 
Q To create powerful advocacy materials based on real-life experiences.

DATE: 1 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:10 WELCOME General welcome and signing of 
registration sheet.

1.   Introduce facilitators to the group.

9:10 – 9:30 MY NAME, 
MY SIGN

Participants to introduce 
themselves to the group. Each 
person must also share something 
that nobody else knows about 
them and select a movement that 
represents them. 

1.   Participants to feel comfortable with each 
other.

2.   Build relationships within the group.

9:30 – 10:15 WORKSHOP 
CONTRACT

In small groups, participants 
must make a visual list of their 
expectations and rules for 
behaving within the workshop 
space. 

1.   Agree collectively on rules for the 
workshop.

2.   Highlight that participants are bringing 
with them different skills, assumptions and 
expectations.

3.   Shape common understanding of what will 
be covered during the workshop process.

4.   Introduce a non-verbal form of 
communicating (art).

10:15 – 10:30 Toilet/Tea Break

>>
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10:30 – 11:30 POSTCARDS 
TO NEW 
FRIENDS

Participants create an original 
postcard and compose an 
introductory message. The 
postcards are then ‘sent’ to the 
group.

1.   Build relationships within the group.
2.   Reflect on the elements of effective 

communication.
3.   Introduce participants to the process of 

sharing creative products. 

11:30 – 1:00 GINGER-
BREAD  
PEOPLE

Participants draw society’s ‘ideal’ 
man and ‘ideal’ woman on two 
separate pages. The participants 
look specifically at gender roles 
and societal expectations. These 
expectations are then linked to 
broader systems of inequality.

1.   Clarify misconceptions about key terms. 
2.   Reflect on inequality in participants’ social 

context.
3.   Develop understanding of binaries. 
4.   Introduce the political framework used for 

later activities.

1:00 – 1:30 Lunch

1:30 – 2:30 BODY 
STORIES

A guided writing activity that 
explores expectations about 
bodies, as well as ways in which 
these pressures and expectations 
can be resisted. Writing prompt 
must be written on flipchart 
before the session begins.

1.   Think critically about stereotypes relating 
to gender and sexuality.

2.   Identify ways in which heteronormativity 
can be challenged or subverted. 

3.   Reflect on individual and community 
experiences.

4.   Create powerful advocacy materials.

2:30 – 2:45 Toilet/Tea Break

2:45 – 3:50 BODY 
STORIES 
(cont’d)

Use the time after the break to 
bring the group back together 
and provide critical feedback 
on the stories that have been 
produced.

See above

3:50 – 4:00 DEBRIEF 
(may include 
a specific 
reflection 
or debrief 
exercise)

Recap the different sessions. 
Participants are to reflect on 
what has been covered up to 
this point. The debrief should 
allow participants to note which 
activities were enjoyable and 
which were challenging.

1.   Reflect on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future. 

2.   Check in with participants about their 
experience of the workshop so far.
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DAy2
OBJECTIVES:
Q To highlight the strength and resilience of queer youth
Q To reflect on common stereotypes and how these might by resisted
Q To create powerful advocacy materials based on real-life experiences. 

DATE: 2 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:15 WARM-UP Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

9:15 – 9:45 RECAP ON 
DAY 1 

Ask participants to share one 
thing that they learnt during 
yesterday’s session. Provide a 
brief overview of topics covered.

1.   Review key learnings from previous day. 
2.   Allow for those who left early or who 

missed the previous day to contribute 
effectively today.

9:45 – 11:00 WRITING 
RESILIENCE

Participants use writing to explore 
the concepts of strength and 
resilience, and to reflect on their 
experiences as queer youth.  

1.   Identify ways in which participants resist 
inequality and oppression.

2.   Create powerful advocacy materials based 
on real-life experiences. 

11:00 – 11:15 Toilet/Tea Break

11:15 – 12:30 WRITING 
RESILIENCE 
(cont’d)

Participants to read out loud 
their stories and provide critical 
feedback. 

See above

12:30 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 2:30 REWRITING 
STEREO-
TYPES

Participants examine the 
damaging nature of stereotypes 
and reflect on personal 
experiences of discrimination.

1.   Reflect on different forms of inequality.
2.   Think through ways of resisting 

stereotypes.
3.   Create powerful advocacy materials based 

on real-life experiences.

2:30 – 2:45 Toilet/Tea Break

2:45 – 3:45 REWRITING 
STEREO-
TYPES  
(cont’d)

Use the time after the break to 
bring the group back together 
and provide critical feedback 
on the stories that have been 
produced.

See above

3:45 – 4:00 DEBRIEF 
(may include 
a specific 
reflection 
or debrief 
exercise)

Recap the different sessions. 
Participants are to reflect on 
what has been covered up to 
this point. The debrief should 
allow participants to note which 
activities were enjoyable and 
which were challenging.

1.   Reflect on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future. 

2.   Check in with participants about their 
experience of the workshop so far.
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DAy3
OBJECTIVES:
Q To develop knowledge around campaign development and implementation 
Q To recognise the potential of social media to support online writing campaigns
Q To create powerful advocacy materials based on real-life experiences.

DATE: 3 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:15 WARM-UP Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

9:15 – 9:30 RECAP ON 
DAY 2

Ask participants to share one 
thing that they learnt during 
yesterday’s session. Provide a 
brief overview of topics covered.

1.   Review key learnings from previous day. 
2.   Allow for those who left early or who 

missed the previous day to contribute 
effectively today.

9:30 – 10:45 LETTERS FOR 
CHANGE

Participants use the letter format 
to advocate for change in their 
community. 

1.   Identify challenges in participants’ lives.
2.   Propose solutions to these challenges.
3.   Create powerful advocacy materials.

10:45 – 11:00 Toilet/Tea Break

11:00 – 12:00 SMALL 
STATE-
MENTS, BIG 
MESSAGES

Use the six-word story format 
to introduce the concept of 
messaging. Participants then look 
at different social media platforms 
and how these might be used to 
support advocacy campaigns.

1.   Recognise the power of a strong 
messaging. 

2.   Practise writing short and impactful 
statements.

3.   Consider how social media can be used to 
support activism.

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch

12:30 – 12:40 ENERGISER 
GAME

Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

12:40 – 2:00 DEVELOPING 
AN ONLINE 
WRITING 
CAMPAIGN

Participants work through the basic 
steps for conceptualising an online 
writing campaign. Prompt to be 
written on flipchart or distributed 
as a handout.

1.   Think critically about target audiences.
2.   Identify campaign goals and produce a 

concept note.
3.   Develop appropriate messaging.

2:00 – 2:15 Toilet/Tea Break

2:15 – 3:15 DEVELOPING 
AN ONLINE 
WRITING 
CAMPAIGN 
(cont’d)

Participants to present their 
campaign proposals to the rest of 
the group.

See above

3:15 – 3:30 THE 
VALIDATION 
GAME

A reflection activity that focuses 
on the admirable qualities and 
achievements of group members.

1.   Reflect on what has been achieved so far.
2.   Acknowledge the contributions made by 

others in the group.
3.   Strengthen interpersonal connections 

within the group. 

3:30 – 4:00 FINAL 
DEBRIEF

Thank participants for their 
attendance and commitment to 
the process, invite final comments, 
discuss any future steps and say 
goodbye.

1.   Recap on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future.

2.   Invite feedback on workshop process.
3.   Ensure participants feel a sense of 

emotional closure.
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5-DAy ‘ART FOR ACTIVISM’ WORKShOp

OVERALL WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:
Q To build knowledge about sexual and gender diversity
Q To introduce participants to the basic principles of ‘art for activism’
Q To develop visual advocacy materials
Q To develop a concept for a visual advocacy campaign.

SPECIAL NOTES:
Separate objectives have been provided for each day. This is to highlight the different focus 
areas at each stage of the workshop process. 

This first day of this workshop goes for three hours and ends with a social event. Facilitators 
will need to provide light refreshments for this part of the programme.

DAy1
OBJECTIVES:
Q To build relationships and trust within the group
Q To develop rules of behaviour and create a shared understanding of the workshop objectives
Q To introduce some of basic art techniques that will be used during the workshop.

DATE: 1 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 1:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

1:00 – 1:20 WELCOME General welcome and signing of 
registration sheet.

1.   Introduce facilitators to the group.

1:20 – 1:40 MY NAME, 
MY SIGN

Participants to introduce 
themselves to the group. Each 
person must also share something 
that nobody else knows about 
them and select a movement that 
represents them. 

1.   Participants to feel comfortable with each 
other.

2.   Build relationships within the group.

1:40 – 2:15  WORKSHOP 
CONTRACT

In small groups, participants 
must make a visual list of their 
expectations and rules for 
behaving within the workshop 
space. 

1.   Agree collectively on rules for the 
workshop.

2.   Highlight that participants are bringing 
with them different skills, assumptions and 
expectations.

3.   Shape common understanding of what 
will be covered during the workshop 
process.

4.   Introduce a non-verbal form of 
communicating (art). 

2:15 – 3:15 FIRST 
CONTACT

Simple drawing exercise using 
a hand motif. The session helps 
participants get to know each other 
and to feel comfortable expressing 
themselves. Uses ‘wax-resistance’ 
art technique that uses diluted 
food colouring. The food colouring 
needs to be prepared before the 
session begins.

1.   Build relationships within the group. 
2.   Introduce basic art techniques.
3.   Encourage participants to start thinking 

about visual representations.

>>
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3:15 – 3:25 CLOSING 
RITUAL 

End the day with any of the 
reflective exercises or closing 
rituals listed in this manual. 

1.   Encourage reflection on the day’s 
activities.

3:25 – 4:00 SOCIAL 
EVENT

Participants are given an 
opportunity to mingle and get to 
know each other. Facilitators can 
use this time to talk through any 
special details (such as whether the 
workshop will be photographed) 
and to ask participants to sign the 
release forms. 

1.   Build relationships within the group. 
2.   Ensure participants are aware of any 

special requirements.
3.   Collect signed release forms. 

  

DAy2
OBJECTIVES:
Q To build critical consciousness about structural inequality 
Q To reflect on individual experiences of inequality
Q To create complex visual representations based on participants’ real-life experiences.

DATE: 2 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:15 WARM-UP Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

9:15 – 9:45 RECAP ON 
DAY 1 

Ask participants to share one 
thing that they learnt during 
yesterday’s session. Provide a 
brief overview of topics covered.

1.   Review key learnings from previous day. 
2.   Allow for those who left early or who 

missed the previous day to contribute 
effectively today.

9:45 – 10:15 DIVERSITY 
LINE

Participants move positions based 
on commands from the facilitator. 
These commands relate to various 
aspects of identity (such as sexual 
orientation, gender identity, race 
and so on).

1.   Explore how structural inequality affects 
people in different ways.

2.   Think critically about power and privilege.
3.   Reflect on individual experiences of 

discrimination.

10:15 – 10:30 Toilet/Tea Break

10:30 – 12:30 GINGER-
BREAD 
PEOPLE

Participants draw society’s ‘ideal’ 
man and ‘ideal’ woman on two 
separate pages. The participants 
look specifically at gender roles 
and societal expectations. These 
expectations are then linked to 
broader systems of inequality.

1.   Clarify misconceptions about key terms. 
2.   Reflect on inequality in participants’ social 

context.
3.   Develop understanding of binaries. 
4.   Introduce the political framework used for 

later activities.

12:30 – 1:00 Lunch

1:00 – 1:15 ENERGISER 
GAME

Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

>>
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1:15 – 2:15 BODY- 
MAPPING

Multi-stage art activity in which 
participants explore sexual 
orientation and gender identity. 
Participants are asked to create 
complex visual representations 
of their lives, experiences and 
personal journeys. This activity 
requires substantial preparation, 
such as cutting pieces of cardboard 
and mixing food colouring.

1.   Surface, unpack and represent personal 
narratives.

2.   Think critically about social expectations and 
pressures, and how these link to systems of 
injustice. 

3.   Create striking visual advocacy products.

2:15 – 2:30 Toilet/Tea Break

2:30 – 3:40 BODY- 
MAPPING 
(cont’d)

Use the time after the break to 
bring the group back together. 
Ask participants to talk through 
the different symbolic elements 
of their body-maps.

See above

3:40 – 4:00 DEBRIEF 
(may include 
a specific 
reflection 
or debrief 
exercise)

Recap the different sessions. 
Participants are to reflect on 
what has been covered up to 
this point. The debrief should 
allow participants to note which 
activities were enjoyable and 
which were challenging.

1.   Reflect on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future.

2.   Check in with participants about their 
experience of the workshop so far.

    

DAy3
OBJECTIVES:
Q  To think carefully about homophobic and transphobic narratives in participants’ own context
Q To introduce the problem-audience-message framework for analysing challenges 
Q To begin developing advocacy messaging based on real-life experiences.

DATE: 3 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:15 WARM-UP Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

9:15 – 9:45 RECAP ON 
DAY 2 

Ask participants to share one 
thing that they learnt during 
yesterday’s session. Provide brief 
overview of topics covered.

1.   Review key learnings from previous day. 
2.   Allow for those who left early or who 

missed the previous day to contribute 
effectively today.

9:45 – 10:30 MOCK TRIAL A drama exercise that explores 
common homophobic and 
transphobic narratives. A 
simulated legal trial allows 
participants to develop counter-
arguments to discriminatory 
attitudes and beliefs. 

1.   Build understanding of homophobia and 
transphobia as forms of social inequality.

2.   Identify and work through common 
homophobic and transphobic narratives.

10:30 – 10:45 Toilet/Tea Break

>>
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10:45 – 12:00 PERFORMING 
PERSPEC-
TIVES

Role-plays are used to analyse an 
identified challenge. By acting 
out the problem, participants 
are required to think about 
the different parties involved 
and how these parties might 
understand and respond to the 
issue. Role-play scenarios are 
to be developed by facilitators 
before the session. 

1.   Reflect on the different ways that 
homophobia, transphobia and other forms 
of inequality are experienced.

2.   Think critically about audiences and 
different perspectives.

3.   Introduce the problem-audience-message 
framework for analysing challenges.

4.   Act out solutions to selected issues.

12:00 – 12:30 Lunch

12:30 – 2:30 VISUAL 
ADVOCACY 
CONCEPTS

Introduces the basic elements 
of a visual advocacy campaign. 
Participants create their own 
imagery in response to a problem 
they have identified.

1.   Introduce key aspects of a visual advocacy 
campaign.

2.   Explain the significance of target audiences, 
key messaging and strong imagery.

3.   Develop imagery appropriate for 
campaign outcomes.

2:30 – 2:45 Toilet/Tea Break

2:45 – 3:00 ENERGISER 
GAME

Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

3:00 – 3:40 RECAP Participants to reflect on all of 
the sessions up to this point. This 
session should highlight the key 
learnings (both theoretical and 
practical) and how these relate to 
the campaign products that will 
be produced in the later sessions.

1.   Confirm participants are familiar with the 
different elements of a visual advocacy 
campaign.

2.   Mentally prepare participants for creating 
their own campaign products

3:40 – 4:00 THE 
VALIDATION 
GAME

A reflection activity that focuses 
on the admirable qualities and 
achievements of group members.

1.   Reflect on what has been achieved so far.
2.   Acknowledge the contributions made by 

others in the group.
3.   Strengthen interpersonal connections 

within the group. 

DAy4
OBJECTIVES:
Q To develop knowledge around campaign development and implementation 
Q To introduce the method of silk-screen printing
Q To practise the different steps of the printing process.

DATE: 4 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:15 WARM-UP Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

9:15 – 9:45 RECAP ON 
DAY 3 

Ask participants to share one 
thing that they learnt during 
yesterday’s session. Provide brief 
overview of topics covered.

1.   Review key learnings from previous day. 
2.   Allow for those who left early or who 

missed the previous day to contribute 
effectively today.

>>
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9:45 – 10:45 DEVELOPING 
A VISUAL 
ADVOCACY 
CAMPAIGN

Participants work through 
the different steps involved in 
conceptualising a visual advocacy 
campaign, drawing on the skills 
developed up to this point.

1.   Think critically about target audiences.
2.   Identify campaign goals and produce a 

concept note.
3.   Develop appropriate messaging and 

imagery.

10:45 – 11:00 Toilet/Tea Break

11:00 – 1:00 DEVELOPING  
A VISUAL 
ADVOCACY 
CAMPAIGN 
(cont’d)

Use the time after the break 
for participants to finalise their 
campaign proposals and to 
present these to the group.

See above

1:00 – 1:30 Lunch

1:30 – 2:45 SILK-SCREEN 
PRINTING 

Participants are introduced to 
the process of silk-screening 
(including the tools used) and 
how this technique can be used 
to create striking visual advocacy 
products. Equipment and 
materials need to be set up before 
starting the activity.

1.   Familiarise participants with the 
vocabulary of silk-screen printing.

2.   Explain how the different tools are used.
3.   Demonstrate the method of creating a 

stencil.
4.   Allow participants to practise cutting their 

own stencils.

2:45 – 3:00 Toilet/Tea Break

3:00 – 3:45 SILK-SCREEN 
PRINTING 
(cont’d)

Participants can use the time after 
the break to practise cutting their 
own stencils.

See above

3:45 – 4:00 DEBRIEF 
(may include 
a specific 
reflection 
or debrief 
exercise)

Recap the different sessions. 
Participants are to reflect on 
what has been covered up to 
this point. The debrief should 
allow participants to note which 
activities were enjoyable and 
which were challenging.

1.   Reflect on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future.

2.   Check in with participants about their 
experience of the workshop so far.

DAy5
OBJECTIVES:
Q To practise the silk-screen printing process
Q To produce striking visual advocacy materials  
Q To reflect on the skills and knowledge learnt, and on how these can be applied in participants’ 

own lives.

DATE: 5 JANUARY 2020 WORKSHOP HOURS: 9:00 – 4:00 VENUE: GALA OFFICE

Time Session Name Session Summary Motivation 

9:00 – 9:15 WARM-UP Choose any appropriate game 
that builds energy and focuses 
attention.

1.   Ensure participants are active and 
engaged in the learning process.

9:15 – 9:45 RECAP ON 
DAY 4

Ask participants to share one 
thing that they learnt during 
yesterday’s session. Provide brief 
overview of topics covered.

1.   Review key learnings from previous day. 
2.   Allow for those who left early or who 

missed the previous day to contribute 
effectively today.

>>
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9:45 – 3:00 SILK-SCREEN 
PRINTING 
AND 
CAMPAIGN-
BUILDING 

The remainder of the day is  
spent producing artworks using 
the silk-screen printing method 
and refining campaign imagery 
(with the support of facilitators). 
Note that lunch and toilet/tea 
breaks have not been specified here. 
These should be negotiated with 
participants throughout the day.

1.   Practise the silk-screen printing process.
2.   Produce advocacy products based on 

previously developed concepts.
3.   Understand how to refine visual advocacy 

products.

3:00 – 3:15 STOP – 
START – 
CONTINUE

Participants to reflect on what has 
been learnt and on how this new 
knowledge can be applied in their 
lives.

1.   Begin the process of critical reflection

3:15 – 3:30 HUMAN WEB Participants share one thing they 
have learnt during the workshop 
and one thing they appreciate 
about another participant. A 
thread of string is used to create a 
web linking the group. 

1.   Reflect on the workshop experience.
2.   Emphasise the value of working together.
3.   Highlight interpersonal connections 

within the group.

3:00 – 4:00 FINAL 
DEBRIEF

Thank participants for their 
attendance and commitment 
to the process, invite final 
comments, discuss any future 
steps and say goodbye.

1.   Recap on key learnings and how these 
may be used in the future.

2.   Invite feedback on workshop process.
3.   Ensure participants feel a sense of 

emotional closure.
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AppENDIX II: 
SAFETy AND SECURITy ShEET

Are there any legal barriers to carrying out this workshop? Please list these below.

Are there any individuals or parties who pose a threat to the workshop? (As well as the police or security forces, 
threats may include religious or community groups.) Please list these below.

Are there any potential threats related to the venue? Please list these below.

Do you intend to record or photograph the workshop? Could this pose a risk to participants? 

>>
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Will social media be used during the workshop – either by the facilitator or participants? Could this pose any 
risks? Please list these below.

How will you respond in the event of a security breach? Response strategies should address the following: 
1. What is your evacuation plan?
2. What is your strategy in dealing with parties that pose a threat? 
3. What is your contingency plan to ensure the workshop is completed?

Please list below the contact details for the following:
1. A legal representative 
2. A doctor and/or medical services in the area
3. Allied or partner organisations
4. Consular representatives (if appropriate)
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AppENDIX III: 
RELEASE FORM

I, ________________________________ , understand that the [INSERT NAME] workshop may be 

photographed and/or recorded. I grant [NAME OF ORGANISATION] the right to use this material 

for scholarly, educational or marketing purposes. This includes the right to duplicate, lend, 

exhibit, publish, broadcast or otherwise use these images and/or audio-visual recordings. 

[   ] Without restriction

[   ] With the following restrictions: 

[    ] I would like to use the following pseudonym: ____________________________________.

[    ] I would like for remain anonymous 

[    ] I would not like for any images or audio-visual recordings of myself to be used

[    ] Other (please state): ___________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

Signature of Participant: _____________________________________________________________

Date: _____________________________________________________________________________ 

Full name: _________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________

Contact number: ___________________________________________________________________

[NAME OF ORGANISATION] representative: ______________________________________________

Signature: _________________________________________________________________________

Date: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
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